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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 

however the information in this document is subject to change without 

notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 

errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 

registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 

States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 

Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 

are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 

trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 

that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 

otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 

Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 

the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 

All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2010. 

 

This version is based on ABW 561, with reference to ABW 553 and 54 in 

places. 
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Welcome 

Welcome to the ABW SQL for Report Writers training. 

This is a training course that outlines concepts of SQL and their use for 

report writing in ABW. The course contains these training sessions as 

follows: 

 Session 1 – Looking at SQL Concepts 

 Session 2 – Running Simple SQL Queries 

 Session 3 – Finding Data in ABW 

 Session 4 – Connecting Tables 

 Session 5 – Creating Database Views 

 Session 6 – Working with User Defined Help Tables. 

The course is designed for advanced and super users. 

 

Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

 location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee 

 fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points 

 mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched 

off 

 breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 

coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 

lunch break of approximately 1 hour 

 feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 

course. Please fill them in before you leave. 
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Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

 the course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 

follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your 

understanding of the topics covered 

 teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used 

where appropriate to help to help explain concepts, processes 

or procedures 

 two documents support the course: 

o ABW SQL for Report Writers Delegate’s Workbook to 

guide you through the course (this document) 

o ABW SQL for Report Writers Exercise Workbook 

containing a set of exercises to do as you work 

through the Delegate’s Workbook. 

Additional information on the some of the topics covered in the training is 

available in the On-line Help. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of this course are: 

 understand the main concepts of Structured Query Language 

(SQL) 

 understand how to write SQL queries using balance tables 

and other ABW tables  

 understand some points that may help reports to run faster 

 understand how to create temporary tables and link them to 

your reports. 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 

you understand the concepts and tasks that are described by your trainer. 

Each session has a set of key learning points that you can use to check 

that you have understood how to perform the tasks that are described in 

the session training. 
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About this course 

This course is intended to cover the foundation skills which are required to 

create custom reports in ABW. The term foundation skills is used to cover 

those areas of knowledge that any writer of reports requires, regardless of 

which reporting tool is being used. 

Before starting this course you should have attended the following ABW 

training courses: 

 Enquiry, Browser, and Analyzer 

 Excelerator Basics and/or Agresso Report Creator. 

You must also have understanding of the following: 

 familiarity of working in the Windows environment 

 ABW concepts of attributes, relations, account rules, balance 

tables, and server processes. 

 

Further courses to attend 

After the training, you can attend additional training related to individual 

ABW modules to support your specific business processes. 

Courses that you may consider include: 

 Agresso Report Creator for Developers 
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Session 1 

Looking at SQL Concepts 

 

This section of the training provides you with an overview of SQL concepts, 

and covers: 

 looking at database terminology 

 looking at the Data Definition Language (DDL) 

 looking at the Data Manipulation Language (DML) 

 looking at ODBC 

 looking at ASQL 

 looking at report writers and differing SQL syntax. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding basic relational database concepts and terminology. 

Understanding purpose and function of ODBC. 

Understanding the purpose and function of ASQL. 
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Structured Query Language or SQL is an extremely powerful language 

which allows the creation and deletion of databases and tables, the 

creation, deletion and enquiry of the data within those tables and the 

control of user access to all aspects of the database.   

The language is normally considered to consist of two separate parts: 

 Data Definition Language (DDL) 

 Data Manipulation Language (DML) 

 

Database terminology 
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Key terminology 

Column  A single piece of data (or datum).  Each Column has a name, a 

type and a length.   

The column’s type restricts the sort of data that the column 

can contain, such as character, integer, etc.   

The column’s length defines the size of the datum and if 

numeric how many decimal places are stored.   

Relational database purists call a column an attribute, but this 

is confusing in the context of AGRESSO.  A column is also 

sometimes referred to as a field. 

For example: user_id  Agresso User 

Row  Contains one or more related Columns, each Column contains a 

specific value.  The Column names in a row must be unique.  A 

row is sometimes called a record. 

For example: the information about one particular user’s access 

rights to one ABW company, containing columns for ABW 

user_id, Company, Role_id, Responsible and Status. 

Table  A collection of Rows whose Column names, lengths and types 

are the same.  Each table has a unique name.  A table is 

sometimes called a file. 

For example: aaguserdetail User detail table 
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Table 

Definition 

A list of the Column names, types, and lengths of which each 

Row of the Table consists. 

For example: 

Column 
Name 

Type DL Case Disp Description 

date_from date 1     Date from 

date_to date 1     Date to 

last_update datetime 1     Date for last update 

sequence_no i4 1   8 Sequence number 

status c 1 U   Status 

client text 25 U   Client 

user_stamp text 25     The user who has made the most resent change 
in the user information. 

attribute_id c 4 U   Attribute ID 

dim_value text 25 U   Attribute value 

user_id text 25     Operator's ID 

role_id text 25     The code entered in Role master file that will 
make a role unique. Note that you cannot enter 
duplicate role id's as these are validated against 
existing entries as the data is entered. 

responsible text 25 U   Responsible code 

 

Index Name Unique Column List 

aiaaguserdetail1 × client, user_id, role_id, attribute_id 

aiaaguserdetail2   client, attribute_id, dim_value, status 
 

Index A lookup list that can make finding the information in a table 

easier (and therefore faster); this is analogous to the index of a 

book. 

Table 

Instance 

The rows (and contents of those rows) held within a table at a 

given point in time.  

For example, the information about each user’s access rights 

to each company. 

Role_id User_id Client 

AGSYSTEM SYSTEM 10 

SUPER SYSTEM 10 

AGSYSTEM SYSTEM 11 

AGSYSTEM SYSTEM 12 

AGSYSTEM SYSTEM 84 

SUPER SYSTEM 84 

AGSYSTEM SYSTEM A1 

SUPER SYSTEM A1 

AGSYSTEM SYSTEM A2 
 

Database A collection of tables containing data that is related in some 

way. 

For example: ABW          ABW database. 
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Database 

Schema 

The table definitions of the tables contained within a 

database, plus any system information needed to link 

everything together. 

Database 

Instance 

The sum of all the table instances in a database. 

Relational theory states that columns have an independent existence.  In 

real-world relational databases columns are only meaningful within a table. 

A Windows help file (this may be installed on your network, or the version 

for ABW 5.5 can be found on the Extranet by customers at 

http://www.agressonet.com/Files/extranet_techguide/watcmf20awcoftte09/Agr553

/html/agresso_data_dictionary1.htm)  which contains the table names and 

definitions of most of the permanent ABW tables, in other words it is a 

partial Database Schema.  All Balance Tables have a definition similar to 

that of AGLAGGADP. 

 

Further terminology 

Query  An SQL DML command that when executed will return a Result 

Set. 

Result Set  A collection of Rows that are the answer to a Query. 

Aggregate  To return a Result Set where each Row is the result of adding 

together multiple Rows in the underlying Tables. 

View  A stored Query, the Result Set of which can be treated as 

though it were a Table. 

Join  The collation of related Columns from two or more Tables or 

Views. 

Meta-data  Data about data.  Many system tables in the ABW database 

contain data that tells the ABW software how to interpret the 

data contained in other tables.  For instance the account rule 

table defines the meanings of the posting categories on the 

general ledger table. 

The Result Set of a Query showing all the Columns from a single Table with 

no selection criteria or Aggregation is the same as that table’s Instance. 

 

https://webmail.agresso.co.uk/owa/elisabeth.taylor@agresso.co.uk/redir.aspx?URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.agressonet.com%2fFiles%2fextranet_techguide%2fwatcmf20awcoftte09%2fAgr553%2fhtml%2fagresso_data_dictionary1.htm
https://webmail.agresso.co.uk/owa/elisabeth.taylor@agresso.co.uk/redir.aspx?URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.agressonet.com%2fFiles%2fextranet_techguide%2fwatcmf20awcoftte09%2fAgr553%2fhtml%2fagresso_data_dictionary1.htm
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Data Definition Language (DDL) 

This part of the SQL language concerns itself with the maintenance 

(creation, amendment and deletion) of database objects. The main objects 

that we encounter in ABW are: 

Object Explanation 

Tables As defined above in Database terminology 

Views As defined above in Database terminology 

Indices As defined above in Database terminology 

Triggers Blocks of program code associated with particular events 

on particular tables. 

For instance a sequence of commands can be 

automatically executed when you add a row to a table, a 

different set of commands when you amend a row on the 

same table and a third command list when you delete a 

row from that table. 

 

 

The following commands help you manipulate objects: 

 the CREATE command is used to create a new database 

object 

 the ALTER command is used to amend an existing object  

 the DROP command is used to delete an object. 

As an ABW report writer you can avoid ever using any DDL commands but, 

as we shall see in the session on User Defined Help Tables, when creating a 

temporary table for your report, using an Agresso SQL Query can make a 

huge difference to the runtime of a report. 
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The syntax of DDL commands varies considerably across the databases on 

which ABW runs. This can create problems in running a course of this type, 

however when you use an Agresso SQL Query you can opt to use a special 

syntax of SQL called ASQL (described below) which removes these 

syntactical differences. When we explore the DDL commands that you are 

likely to use we will only describe their ASQL syntax. 

CREATE TABLE ucrdemo ( 

 account char(8), client char(2), clientname char(30), period int,  

 enddate date, currency char(4), amount money, cur_amount 

 money) 

CREATE INDEX aiucrdemo ON ucrdemo (client, account, period) 

CREATE VIEW uvidemo2000 AS  

 SELECT *  

 FROM ucrdemo  

 WHERE client = 'EN' AND period BETWEEN 200000 AND  

 200012 

ALTER TABLE ucrdemo ADD costc char(8) 

DROP INDEX aiucrdemo 

CREATE TRIGGER i_ucrdemo 

BEFORE INSERT ON ucrdemo 

FOR EACH ROW 

 Program code here 

END i_ucrdemo; 
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Data Manipulation Language (DML) 

This part of the SQL language concerns itself with the maintenance of your 

data within the database tables. There are four main commands: 

Command Description 

SELECT Enquires on the contents of a table 

INSERT Adds additional rows to a table. 

UPDATE Amends existing rows in a table 

DELETE Deletes existing rows from a table 

As mentioned earlier one of the features of a relational database is that 

tables and views are interchangeable in many operations. Specifically it is 

in the DML that this interchangeability occurs.  A SELECT statement can be 

executed on a table or a view and in some circumstances so can INSERT, 

UPDATE and DELETE statements. 

Using Joins the SELECT, UPDATE and DELETE statements can refer to data 

held in Columns on other related Tables or Views. 

As an ABW report writer you can avoid having to use anything except the 

SELECT statement, but again the INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements 

are useful when creating a temporary table for your report. 

Whilst the syntax of DML commands does vary from one database to 

another, the syntactical variation of the SELECT statement is less than that 

of the rest of the DML and the DDL.  Most of the differences are in the 

various functions that that you can use to manipulate data before including 

it in conditions or your result set.  When we explore the INSERT, UPDATE 

and DELETE statements we will only describe their ASQL syntax, for the 

same reasons as the DDL. 

SELECT client, apar_gr_id, apar_id  

FROM acuheader  

WHERE status!= 'C' 

INSERT INTO ucuoverdue (client, cust_grp, cust_id)  

VALUES ('EN', '01', 12345678) 

INSERT INTO ucuoverdue (client, cust_grp, cust_id)  

SELECT client, apar_gr_id, apar_id  

FROM acuheader  

WHERE status!= 'C' 

UPDATE ucuoverdue m  

SET bal_1_3 = 100, bal_4_6 = bal_4_6 + 100,  

WHERE m.client = 'EN' 

DELETE FROM ucrdemo  

WHERE client = 'EN' AND account!= ‘9999’ 
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ODBC 

The differences in SQL syntax across the various relational databases gave 

early software developers two problems - should they develop software so 

that it would only run on one database or have logic in the programs to 

cater for a number of different databases. 

The onus was on them to maintain compatibility with new releases of their 

chosen database(s). 

For example the pre-Windows versions of ABW only ran on the CA Ingres 

database. 

Microsoft developed the concept of ODBC in order to address these 

problems for developers of Windows software. 

ODBC stands for Open DataBase Connectivity and aims to provide Windows 

applications with a way of communicating with a relational database 

without having to worry about the SQL syntax of that database product. 

ODBC consists of three main components: 

 the ODBC Data Source Administrator 

 the Connection Manager  

 a database driver specific to your database. 

An application program such as ABW talks to the Connection Manager in a 

special dialect of SQL and the Connection Manager passes the commands 

to the appropriate database driver which translates them into the correct, 

or native, syntax for that database. The ODBC Data Source Administrator 

allows you to define an ODBC connection to your database(s). 

 

NOTE: In some situations, e.g. Back office server, or web server, the ABW 

software doesn’t go via an ODBC connection, it goes directly to a native database 

driver. Other programs sometimes go via ODBC, and other times go direct to the 

native driver. 
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   ODBC

Data Source 

Administrator

AGRESSO Database

AGRESSO Other Programs

Connection Manager

Database Driver

 

Microsoft wrote the ODBC Data Source Administrator and the Connection 

Manager.  Database drivers are available from many sources including the 

author of your database, specialist third-party vendors and, for some 

databases, Microsoft. 

Because the translation to native SQL is carried out in the database driver, 

the responsibility for maintaining compatibility with new versions of the 

database lies with the provider of the driver, usually the author of the 

database. 

When you create an ODBC connection to a database the name of the 

connection is not necessarily the same as the name of the database. 

Having said all of that, there are a number of reasons why you may not 

have an ODBC connection between your desktop PC and the ABW 

database. 

Systems administrators at some sites are opposed to the use of ODBC.  

Because of this the ABW client software can optionally talk to these 

databases in native syntax. 

If you are using ABW Central Configuration then the database connection 

to the database is made on the Central Configuration Server not your 

desktop PC. 

The ability to connect to the ABW database via ODBC raises many 

interesting possibilities because there is a wide range of software that can 

connect to a database using ODBC.  Such software includes, but is not 

restricted to Microsoft Query, Microsoft Access, Crystal Reports and 

Business Objects. 
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ASQL 

Whilst in theory the use of ODBC means that Windows software need not 

concern itself with which particular relational database it is storing its data 

in, in practice this is not the case. The SQL supported directly by ODBC is a 

lowest common denominator of the various native syntaxes of SQL. In 

order to avoid restricting the capabilities and efficiency of software, ODBC 

provides a facility that allows complex SQL commands to be written in the 

appropriate native SQL syntax and passed through ODBC straight to the 

database. Unfortunately when you use this ‘pass through’ feature you lose 

database independence. 

Many ABW server processes need to carry out complex operations on the 

database that are beyond the scope of ODBC and therefore need to use the 

pass through method. ABW’s designers felt that to have large amounts of 

database specific code scattered through the server processes would make 

the future maintenance of the product extremely difficult. They therefore 

decided to create ASQL. 

ASQL stands for Agresso SQL and provides a non-database-specific SQL 

syntax with far greater capabilities than that provided by ODBC, 

concentrating on the database operations needed by server processes 

rather than client software.  

We were able to beat Microsoft by restricting the SQL dialects that ASQL 

can be translated into to the following databases: 

 Microsoft SQL Server 

 Oracle 

It is largely because of ASQL that ABW is only supported on these 

databases and not on every database that you can acquire an ODBC driver 

for! 

ASQL consists of a single component, the ASQL interpreter. This program 

(asql.exe) takes a block of ASQL, usually held in a file, translates it into the 

appropriate native SQL syntax and executes it. It knows which database 

dialect to translate into by interrogating your ABW set up. 

In addition to being used by standard ABW server processes ASQL is used 

in: 

 the SQL behind balance tables 

 upgrade scripts for new ABW versions and service packs 

(including incremental patches) 

 UK Products 

 optionally in Agresso SQL Queries (see the later session on 

User Defined Help Tables). 
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Report writers and differing SQL syntax 

The SQL Parser 

There has always been an issue with the SQL query inside reports as the 

parser can change depending on where you run it.  This can be especially 

confusing when the developer of the report hasn’t known what was going 

on.   

 In the past (prior to Report Engine 8+) when you developed your 

report interactively (from inside the external product rather than via 

ABW), the code that you wrote was in native SQL.   

 When you tried to run the report from the ABW menu, the code was 

run as ASQL.  

This was called the compatibility mode.  With version 8+ of report Engine 

this problem no longer happens as you can now choose which ‘flavour’ of 

SQL you wish to use for your report: you can now choose which parser you 

wish to use – or indeed to use no parser.  This will remain the same 

whether you run the report interactively or from the ABW menu: 

Type Description 

0 None 

1 Agresso Client  

2 Agresso Report Server  

3 or 

other 

Compatibility Mode (as it was 

for pre Report Engine 8+) 

For those of you who are running currently with older live systems, here is 

how we used to control it: 

Excelerator for Report Engine version 7 

Change the word SELECT to DBSELECT to force the use of native syntax 

both inside ABW and outside ABW. 

Agresso Report Creator for Report Engine version 7 

Add the word DATABASE before the SELECT keyword, to force the use of 

native syntax both inside ABW and outside ABW. 

 

Also, for those of you who are writing ARW, you can force that to use 

native SQL too, although it doesn’t have the same interactive ability with 

Report Engine version 7. 

Agresso Report Writer (ARW) for Report Engine version 7 

Add the word DATABASE before the SELECT keyword, to force the use of 

notice syntax. 
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Excelerator for Report Engine 8+ 

From the Agresso Excelerator menu, select Tools | Options 

 

Select the value that you require 

Agresso Report Creator for Report Engine 8+ 

Select Edit | Script 

Ensure that there is an entry for the ParserType and that it is set to the 

correct level. 
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SQL to ABW Database via Choice of Parser 

 

 

No parse 

‘passthrough’ 

Agresso Client 

Parser 
Agresso Server 

Parser 

Native 

0   1 2 

Agresso 
Database 

SQL 

Similar to using the 

DATABASE keyword  

Used by the 

Smart Client 

(similar to 

ODBC) 

Also used by the 
server queues 
(ASQL) 
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Session 2 

Running Simple SQL Queries 

 

This section of the training demonstrates how you run simple SQL queries. 

It covers: 

 looking at syntax for SQL statements 

 looking at the SELECT clause 

 looking at the FROM clause 

 looking at SELECT and FROM clause examples 

 looking at virtual columns 

 looking at the WHERE clause 

 using a SQL query in an Excelerator report 

 looking at the ORDER BY clause 

 looking at the GROUP BY clause 

 looking at the HAVING clause. 

By the end of this session you should have an understanding of some of 

the basics for running simple SQL queries. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding basic SQL clauses. 

Understanding how to run simple SQL queries. 

Understanding how to produce both detailed and aggregated result 

sets from a single database table or view. 
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Syntax for SQL statements 

All SQL commands (or statements) consist of a series of clauses terminated 

by a semicolon ; 

The SQL command that defines a Query is commonly called a SELECT 

statement because the SELECT clause must be the first clause in a Query. 

Some interactive SQL programs do not require you to type the semicolon, 

therefore the semicolon is indicated as being optional in all examples by 

placing it in square brackets [;]. 

In this and subsequent chapters the following conventions are used to 

show syntax: 

 alternate items are enclosed in braces { } 

 optional items are enclosed in square brackets [ ] 

 an ellipsis … indicates optional repetition of the last item 

 keywords are written in upper case 

 user-defined entries are written in lower case. 

For example: 

       
... ascolumn_ali AS

expression

literal

ecolumn_nam

 , ascolumn_ali AS 

expression

literal

ecolumn_nam
*

DISTINCT SELECT









































































which means: 

 the keyword SELECT 

 optionally followed by the keyword DISTINCT 

 followed by an asterisk * 

or: 

 the keyword SELECT 

 optionally followed by the keyword DISTINCT 

 followed by a column name, a literal, or an expression 

 optionally followed by the keyword AS, and an alias for this 

column 

 optionally followed by a comma and a column name, a 

literal, or an expression, and so on. 
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The SELECT clause 

The SELECT clause defines the columns that are present in a result set: 

       
... ascolumn_ali AS

expression

literal

ecolumn_nam

 , ascolumn_ali AS 

expression

literal

ecolumn_nam
*

DISTINCT SELECT









































































 

where: 

 the first form of the clause (SELECT *) is short-hand for all 

columns 

 the second form of the clause explicitly names the columns 

you require (the column_alias allows you to change the name 

of the column in your result set). 

The use of the DISTINCT keyword is described later in the GROUP BY 

clause. 

The use of the literal and expression columns is described later in Virtual 

columns. 
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The FROM clause 

The FROM clause defines the table or view from which a result set is 

derived: 

 
 


















... 
SyntaxJoin  ANSI

n_namecorrelatio e table_nam,
 n_namecorrelatio e table_namFROM  

Further information about the correlation name, multi-table and ANSI join 

FROM clauses is provided in the later session on Running Multiple Table 

Queries. 
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SELECT and FROM clause examples 

The simplest form of a query is a SELECT clause and a FROM clause 

(other clauses that can be included are WHERE, ORDER BY, GROUP BY and 

HAVING). 

The asuheader table shown in the following examples contains details of 

the suppliers that have been created. 

 

Example 1 

SELECT * FROM asuheader[;] 

This query generates a result set that is indistinguishable from the current 

table instance of asuheader. 

 

Example 2 

SELECT apar_id, apar_name FROM asuheader[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns apar_id (SUPP.ID) and apar_name (Supplier 

Name) 

 a row for every row in asuheader. 

 

Example 3 

SELECT apar_id AS supplier_id, apar_name AS supplier_name 

FROM asuheader[;] 

This query uses the column_alias syntax to give the columns in the result 

set more meaningful names. It generates a result set that contains: 

 two columns supplier_id and supplier_name 

 a row for every row in the asuheader table. 

 Column aliases must only contain characters from the 

following list: 

0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ_abcdefghijkl

mnopqrstuvwxyz 

In particular there must be no spaces. 
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Virtual columns 

Virtual columns are columns in a result set that do not exist in the table 

that you are querying. 

The first form of virtual column is to include a column into your result set 

which has the same value on every row, this is done using the literal AS 

column_alias syntax of the SELECT clause. 

 

Example 1 

A SQL statement can be broken up into a number of lines in order to 

improve readability (this has no effect on the result set produced), for 

example: 

SELECT 

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name,  

0 AS zero 

FROM asuheader[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 three columns supplier_id, supplier_name, and zero  

 a row for every row in asuheader  

 the contents of column zero will be a 0 (zero) on every row. 

 

Example 2 

SELECT 

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name,  

'B' AS T  

FROM asuheader[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 three columns supplier_id, supplier_name and T  

 a row for every row in asuheader  

 the contents of column T will be a capital B on every row. 

The ABW enquiry system uses this technique in some enquiries to 

distinguish from where a row has been retrieved. An example is the SU07 

Open and historical items per supplier enquiry. 
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1. Display the SU07 Open and historical items per supplier 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Open 

and historical items per supplier 

 

 

In this example the values which may be retrieved are: 

A = Registered 

B = Open  

C = Historical (closed). 

2. Close the window. 

 

Example 3 

The other form of virtual column is a column that is derived from table 

columns using expression AS column_alias syntax of the SELECT clause.  

An example might be to see the effect of increasing credit limits in your 

result set: 

SELECT  

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name,  

credit_limit + 100 AS proposed_credit_limit  

FROM asuheader[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 three columns - supplier_id, supplier_name, and 

proposed_credit_limit (credit_limit + 100)  

 a row for every row in asuheader. 

 

 

 

Table field 
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The WHERE clause 

The WHERE clause allows you to limit the number of rows in a result set by 

setting criteria that must be met in order for a row to appear in the result 

set. 


















condition 
OR

AND
condition  WHERE  

NOTE:  

 ANDs are evaluated before ORs 

 you can use brackets in conditions to modify the evaluation 

order of the expression. 

Conditions are in the form: 

































expression

literal

ecolumn_nam

 _OPERATORCOMPARISON 

expression

literal

ecolumn_nam

 

 

NOTE:  

 whilst the WHERE clause is not mandatory as far as the 

formal definition of SQL is concerned, it is almost always 

needed to generate a sensible result set.  This is because 

most ABW tables contain data for all the defined companies.  

 a literal may be numeric or alphanumeric 

 a literal must be enclosed in single quotes (‘) when comparing 

it against an alphanumeric column. 
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COMPARISON_OPERATOR Means 

= Equal To 

AND Builds a list of inclusive properties 

Used with inclusive ranges, etc. 

OR Operates on the operators on either side. 

!= or <> Not Equal To (depending on the SQL tool used) 

< Less Than 

> Greater Than 

>= Greater Than or Equal To 

<= Less Than or Equal To 

BETWEEN x AND y In a range between two inclusive limits 

AND apar_id BETWEEN 1000 AND 500000 

LIKE Equal To with wildcards for strings.   

 

The wildcards are underscore _ for one 

character and percent % for zero or more 

characters.  Some SQL tools will allow you 

to use the familiar ? and * instead. 

(Some products also insist on the use of # 

to indicate a number.) 

IN (x, y, z) Equal To one of a list of values 

AND apar_id IN (1099,1098) 

IS NULL Equal To the relational NULL character 

(described in the later session on 

Connecting tables). 

NOT Is used to negate the 

COMPARISON_OPERATOR with which it is 

combined.   

It is prefixed to other 

COMPARISON_OPERATORs, except IS NULL 

which becomes IS NOT NULL. It cannot be 

used on its own.  

AND NOT apar_id IN (1099,1098) 
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In order to pick up only the company or companies that you wish to 

enquire upon you MUST use a WHERE clause. The column name of the 

company code is usually client.  Thus a WHERE clause in a query on an 

ABW database will normally start: 

WHERE client = 'EN' 

 

NOTE:  

 you do not have to include a column in the SELECT clause in order 

to include it in the WHERE clause. 

 

Example 1 

SELECT  

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name 

FROM asuheader 

WHERE client = 'EN'[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns supplier_id and supplier_name  

 a row for every supplier in company EN. 

 

Example 2 

SELECT  

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name 

FROM asuheader 

WHERE  

client = 'EN'  

AND country_code IN ('GB', 'F')[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns supplier_id and supplier_name  

 a row for every supplier in company EN that is registered in 

the UK or France. 
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Example 3 

SQL Server: 

SELECT  

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name 

FROM asuheader 

WHERE  

client = 'EN'  

AND apar_name NOT LIKE 'G%'[;] 

Alternatively: 

SELECT  

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name 

FROM asuheader 

WHERE  

client = 'EN'  

AND apar_name NOT LIKE 'G*'[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns - supplier_id and supplier_name  

 a row for every supplier in company EN whose name does not 

begin with the letter G. 

 

◄ Note:   
This alternative 
example will not 
work properly on  
some versions of 
SQL Server 
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Using an SQL query in an Excelerator report 

You can use Excelerator to construct and run a SQL query: 

1. Start Microsoft Excel. 

2. Create a control sheet, setting client to the correct value. 

3. Paste the SQL clauses from example 3 in the last section into rows 1, 

2, and 3 as follows: 

 

Each line of the statement has to start with ‘sql’ as the first 

keyword. 

4. Ensure the pre-parser level is set correctly: 

 

5. Add a query, columns, and a detail row: 

 Type ‘query’ for the A4 cell value 

 Type ‘columns’ for the A6 cell value 

 Type ‘detail’ for the A8 cell value 
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6. Add the columns to the columns row: 

 Type ‘text supplier_ID’ in cell B6 

 Type ‘text supplier_name’ in cell C6 

 The ‘columns’ row must refer to the column headings in your 

result set, NOT in the table (ie use the column_alias values if 

any). 

 

7. Alternatively, the following will run as Native SQL when run 

interactively and as ASQL when run from inside ABW: 

 

and change the setting of the pre-parser level. 

A further option is that you can enter all of the code in one cell: 

 

NOTE:  

 You can double-click in a cell in column A and paste in the 

whole of your code.  This gets past any problem you may 

encounter if your code contains formatting, such as tabs.  You 

still need to enter sql before this code.   

 This is only recommended for short queries. 

8. Login to the ABW database via the client connection. 

9. Run the report against ABW, and display the data in the Excel 

worksheet: 

 Select Agresso Excelerator | Load | Current Sheet 

The report data is extracted from the table in ABW, and displayed in 

the Excel worksheet. 
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Using an ARW to produce an ARC/Excelerator report 

When you are writing a report (Excelerator or ARC) you can choose to 

store the query externally in an ARW file.  This is a rather old way of 

writing reports for ABW, but still valid. 

Once you have an ARW file you can use ABW to automatically create an 

ARC or an Excelerator – which you can then go on and alter to look as you 

would wish it to. 

1. Create a new ARW file (you can use Notepad for this) 

 If required, you can add a description at the top of the 

report, by using the  /* notes here */  notation 

 If wished you can also add a name section to your report, 

where eg2 is the name of the report you are creating 

.NAME eg2 

NOTE: The .NAME section is not critical to running a report – it used to work 

with the language variants in an ARW report 

NOTE: Do not include the file extension in the .NAME section.  Neither should 

you start this with a number. 

 Add the query section to the report followed by the select 

statement 

.QUERY 

SELECT… 

2. Save the report in the Customised Reports folder 

3. Add it to the ABW menu (see the section in the Appendix for a 

reminder of how to do this – choosing the 54 or 55 version, as 

appropriate) 

4. Run the report from the ABW menu, changing the Output type 

(parameter) to read Report Creator 

5. Once the report has run, open the Report Results folder and double-

click on your report. 

6. Make any alterations necessary to the report, then save it as eg2 in 

the Customised Reports folder, where eg2 matches the name of 

your ARW report. 

7. Run the report again, leaving Output Type in the default state – you 

should get a Report Creator file automatically 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.1: Using the SELECT, FROM and WHERE clauses 
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The ORDER BY clause 

The exercises we have done so far retrieve the rows from the table in an 

arbitrary order. In real queries it is often useful to be able to retrieve the 

rows in a particular order. This is carried out using the ORDER BY clause. 

In an Excelerator report the ORDER BY clause affects the order of the rows 

generated by the DETAIL and GROUP commands (just like the SORT 

command does on a QUERY BALANCE report). 

The syntax for the ORDER BY clause is: 

 ... 
DESC

ASC

_

alias

ecolumn_nam

 , 
DESC

ASC

_

alias

ecolumn_nam

 BY ORDER



















































































numbercolumnnumbercolumn

 

where: 

 the first column in the list is the slowest moving, and the last 

column is the fastest moving 

 column numbers (the order in which they appear in the 

SELECT statement, can be used instead of column names 

 you can use column aliases 

 the ASC or DESC is used to specify an ascending or 

descending sort respectively (if omitted then an ascending 

sort is performed) 

 any ‘group’ totals, etc. used in the resulting report must fit 

with the ORDER BY clause that gets the data together 
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Example 1 

SELECT  apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name 

FROM asuheader 

WHERE client = 'EN' 

ORDER BY apar_id[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns - supplier_id and supplier_name  

 a row for every supplier in company EN 

 rows sorted into ascending order of apar_id. 

 

Example 2 

SELECT  apar_id AS supplier_id,  

apar_name AS supplier_name 

FROM asuheader 

WHERE client = 'EN' 

ORDER BY apar_name, apar_id DESC[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns - supplier_id and supplier_name  

 a row for every supplier in company EN 

 rows sorted into descending order of apar_id within ascending 

order of apar_name 
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CONVERT 

When you are comparing two columns you may need to convert one of 

them as, even though you may be able to see that they are both numbers, 

if one is being held in a number column and the other in an alphanumeric 

column, then often the comparison will not work. 

Anything which actually contains an alphanumeric value cannot be 

converted into a numeric, so the most frequent conversion is to convert 

data into an alphanumeric format.  Each supported database has such a 

function but it is different in each one, the main ones are listed below. 

ASQL CONVERT(from_datatype, to_datatype, expression) 

convert(int, char, field_name) 

SQL Server CONVERT(to_datatype, expression) 

convert(char, field_name) 

Oracle SQL TO_CHAR(expression) 

to_char(field_name) 
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Numeric and Alphanumeric ORDER BY  

With ABW 55 it has become possible to have both numeric and 

alphanumeric apar_id codes.  So if they are to be used in the order by 

clause we need to make sure that the correct sort order is being applied, 

even where a combination of old codes (numeric) and new codes 

(alphanumeric) are being used. 

NOTE: Numeric sort orders are done from the right of the number, such that 11 

comes before 1111 (sorted by units, then tens, then hundreds, etc.).  Alphanumeric 

sort orders are done from the left of the word, such that aardvark comes before ant 

(first letter, then the second letter, etc.). 

So we need to be able to force both types of column to be sorted in the 

same way.  This is a problem that is met frequently in ARC, so a 

PORTABLE FUNCTION within the ARC query window has been developed, 

which allows the columns to be padded on the left.  This means that all 

figures can be read in the same way – by forcing zeros into the left side of 

the columns containing numbers, the alphanumeric sort order can be used. 

 

$lpad(expression, n, c) 

Returns a string consisting of expression, n characters long padded on the 

left with character ‘c’,  If not specified the string is padded with spaces e.g. 

 

$lpad(‘123’,5,’0’) 

 

will return ‘00123’.  This is useful for performing a numeric sort on 

numbers stored as strings. 

There are other functions which are available, this is probably the most 

useful of them though. 
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Using SQL in an ARC Report 

1. Create a new ARC report. 

 

2. Start to go to Edit | Query and you will be requested to connect to 

the ABW database: 
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3. Add the code to the query screen from Example 2 above, ensuring 

that you include the Order by clause: 

 Add controls and labels to the report surface, then Preview 

the report 
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Aggregation and the GROUP BY clause 

If you write a query on a table and do not include all of the columns on 

that table in your result set, the rows in your result set may show what 

appear to be duplicates, as it may be the columns you are not showing 

which contain the differing values. 

To illustrate the problem we will use the table aaguserdetail, which we saw 

the definition of earlier. If we select only the column user_id we see the 

same row being duplicated, however, if we also include the column client 

we can see that they are not really duplicates at all.  

If what we wanted was a list of distinct values of user_id we can achieve 

this either by using the DISTINCT keyword in the SELECT clause, or by 

creating an aggregated query using the GROUP BY clause. 

The syntax for the GROUP BY clause is: 

    ...ecolumn_nam , ecolumn_nam  BY GROUP  

 

NOTE: It is far more efficient to aggregate in the QUERY not in the resulting 

report. 
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SELECT DISTINCT versus Aggregation 

You can use the SELECT DISTINCT clause if you want to generate a result 

set that is simply a de-duplicated list of data from a table or view. 

SELECT DISTINCT suppresses duplicate rows from your result set, so if two 

rows have exactly the same values in each result set column then only one 

of those rows will appear in the result set. 

For example: 

SELECT DISTINCT user_id 

FROM aaguserdetail 

WHERE user_id = ‘system’[;] 

generates a result set with only one row in it, while this query: 

SELECT user_id, client 

FROM aaguserdetail 

WHERE user_id = ‘system’[;] 

generates a result set with several rows in it. 

You can use Aggregation when you want a summary of the data in the 

table, for instance if you need to know on how many rows the user_id 

system appears in the table. 

Aggregation is most frequently used in ABW when looking at transaction 

tables or balance tables - for instance on balance table APBAL when we 

want a total amount for each supplier irrespective of the values of GL 

Account, Cost Centre and Currency. To do this we have to explicitly tell the 

SQL processor what totalling we want – this is done with a combination of 

the GROUP BY clause and the use of Aggregate Functions in the SELECT 

clause. 
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Aggregate functions 

The following aggregate functions are available: 

Function Description 

COUNT(x) Returns the number of table rows that make up this Result 

Set row 

SUM(x) Returns the sum of the values of x on the table that make 

up this Result Set row 

MIN(x) Returns the smallest of the values of x on the table that 

make up this Result Set row 

MAX(x) Returns the largest of the values of x on the table that 

make up this Result Set row 

AVG(x) Returns the average of the values of x on the table that 

make up this Result Set row 

The nature of ABW’s use means that sum and count are probably the most 

frequently used. 
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Using the GROUP BY and Aggregate functions 

Each column (except literal columns) defined in the SELECT clause must 

either appear in the GROUP BY clause, or have an Aggregate Function 

applied to it. 

 

Example 1 

SELECT  user_id, 

COUNT(*) 

FROM aaguserdetail 

WHERE user_id = ‘system’ 

GROUP BY user_id[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns - user_id and COUNT(*)  

 one row 

 the column COUNT(*) will contain the number of times that 

system appears in the table (for Excelerator usage this SQL 

should be modified to use a column_alias, as in the following 

example). 

 

Example 2 

SELECT  

dim1 AS supplier_id,  

SUM(amount) as balance 

FROM aagapbal 

WHERE client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY dim1[;] 

The result set generated by this query contains: 

 two columns - supplier_id and an unnamed column contain 

the result of SUM(amount) 

 one row for each supplier for company EN 

 rows sorted into ascending order of supplier_id. 
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Example 3 

In reports it is hard to use a blank column name, so it should be overridden 

with a column alias: 

SELECT  

dim1 AS supplier_id,  

SUM(amount) AS balance 

FROM aagapbal 

WHERE client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY dim1[;] 

To override the default sort order to print the list in descending order of 

balance: 

SELECT 

dim1 AS supplier_id,  

SUM(amount) AS amount 

FROM aagapbal 

WHERE client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY dim1 

ORDER BY amount DESC[;] 

 

 

NOTE: The use of the column alias in the ORDER BY clause. 
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Using Aggregated Queries in ABW 

Balance table enquiries (standard and Browser) always generate 

aggregated queries. Other ABW enquiries can be made to generate an 

aggregated query by ticking the Aggregated check box on the setup screen 

or tab.   

In an aggregated enquiry, amounts are always SUMmed into the result set.  

Showing the ## column includes a COUNT(*) in the result set. 

Excelerator always aggregates QUERY BALANCE queries. 
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The HAVING clause 

The HAVING clause is associated with the use of the GROUP BY clause and 

is used to apply criteria to aggregated columns. 

In the last example, we may want to exclude those rows from the result 

set whose amount is zero. We cannot do that with the WHERE clause 

because that will exclude table rows whose amount was zero, but still 

generates zero rows in the result set if the total debit value equals the total 

credit value. 

The HAVING clause addresses this requirement, and the syntax is: 


















condition 
OR

AND
condition HAVING  

 

Example 

SELECT   

apar_id AS supplier_id,  

SUM(amount) AS balance 

FROM asutrans 

WHERE client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY apar_id 

HAVING SUM(amount) != 0 

ORDER BY amount DESC 

The result set generated by this query produces a list of suppliers in 

descending order of balance, but excludes those suppliers whose balance is 

zero.  

NOTE: On some databases you must state HAVING SUM(amount)!= 0 on others 

it is HAVING SUM(amount) <>0 

 

NOTE: agltransact on the EN database shows 0 transactions 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.2: Using the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses 
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Session 3 

Finding Data in ABW 

 

This section of the training provides you with an overview of some of the 

common reporting requirements, and where you need to look for the 

required data in the ABW database. It covers: 

 looking at standard ABW table names 

 looking at the data dictionary help file 

 looking at the ABW data model, including: 

 navigating the data model 

 displaying table definitions 

 enquiring on joins. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how the 

ways in which you can locate and display table information in ABW. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how to identify some of the more common ABW 

tables on which you may need to report. 

Understanding how you find table definitions of ABW tables. 
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Overview 

In the real world a query often needs to retrieve data from more than one 

table. Typical reasons for this are: 

 to include the description of a code in your result set, eg the 

supplier name as well as (or instead of) the supplier id 

 to include reporting attributes from an ABW tree or relation in 

your result set 

 to include data from another logically linked table in your 

result set, eg supplier group as well as (or instead of) the 

supplier id, or value of orders for an account as well as actual 

posted 

 to show a merged picture of two or more tables in your result 

set, eg all supplier transactions irrespective of their registered 

/ posted / payment status 

 

If you were to look at transaction as it was posted, bearing in mind the 

account rule and the posting categories: 

Account Costc (1) Project (2) Resno (3) 

1030 110 ABC 130 
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Where: 

 Costc is attribute C1 and is a posting category 1 attribute.  So on 

the transaction table C1 will be stored in att_1_id 

o The value 110 will be stored in dim_1 

 Similarly project is a type 2 attribute, with an id of B0.  So on the 

transaction table B0 will be stored in att_2_id 

o The value ABC will be stored in dim_2 

 Resno is a type 3 attribute, with an id of C0.  So on the transaction 

table C0 will be stored in att_3_id 

o The value 130 will be stored in dim_3 

The names, or descriptions, of these can be from various places, but 

most frequently from agldescription.  So if you wanted to show on 

your report that costc 110 is actually the admin department, your 

report may contain a join to agldescription 

 

 

NOTE: The attribute value for cost centre will be stored in differently named 

columns in the Balance Table.  Remember to consult the individual Balance 

Table definition. 
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Standard ABW table names 

The following is a list of the standard ABW table names, ordered by ABW 

module. 

N = new column/or table (54 to 55) 

M = data length change (54 to 55) 

It is worth noting that modules do have some historical oddities 

Requirement Table name Mandatory 

conditions 

Changes 

AGRESSO Common 

Chart of accounts aglaccounts  M 

Account groups aglaccgrp  M 

Account rules aglrules  M 

Value matrices agldefmatrix and 

agldefmatdet 

 M 

Company information acrclient  M 

Tax codes agltaxcode  M 

Tax systems agltaxsystem  M 

Period maintenance acrperiod period_id indicates 

type 

Accounting period = 

'GL' 

Payroll period = 'PR' 

Time period = 'TS' 

N M  

Transaction series acrvouchseq  M 

Transaction types acrvouchtype  M 

Posting cycles acrtransgr  M 

Bank accounts acrbankacc  N M  

Payment banks acrbankalloc  M 

Exchange rates acrexchrates  M 

Currency codes acrcurrcodes  M 

AGRESSO Financials 

General ledger 

transactions 

agltransact  N M  

GL budget register aglbuddetail  M 
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Requirement Table name Mandatory 

conditions 

Changes 

AP Open items asutrans  N M 

AP Closed items asuhistr  N M 

Supplier information asuheader  N M 

AP unapproved items acrtrans treat_code IN ('7', 

'13','18', '21','44') 

N M 

AR Open items acutrans  N M 

AR Closed items acuhistr  N  

Customer information acuheader  N M 

Fixed asset information afaasset  M 

Fixed asset groups afaassetgr  M 

Fixed asset posts afadetail or 

agltransact 

 M 

Bank statement (import 

area) 

acbimpstmt  N M 

Bank statements acbbankrec Type = 'S' N M 

 

Cash book acbbankrec Type = 'C' N M 

 

Budgeting amount 

types 

abuamounttypes  M 

Budgeting transactions abutrans  M 

Transactions from 

external system 

acrbatchinput  N M 

AGRESSO Project 

Personal timesheets atstseheader, 

atstsehourdet 

and atstsegldetail 

Replace 

atsheader and 

atstimedetails for 

Personal 

timesheets 

N 

Personal timesheets atsheader and 

atstimedetails 

These are still in 

existence for 

reporting 

purposes (see 

above) 

M 

Periodic (approved) 

timesheets 

atstimehead and 

atstimedet 

 N M 
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Requirement Table name Mandatory 

conditions 

Changes 

Time (validated) 

transactions 

atstrans and 

atshistr 

 N M 

Invoice base atsinvtrans  N M 

Invoice history atsinvhistr  N M 

Expences atsexpences and 

atsexphistr 

 N M 

Projects atsproject  M 

Project budgets atsbuddetail  N M 

Work orders atsworkorder  M 

Activities atsactivity  N M 

Employees/Consultants ahsresources  N M 

AGRESSO Logistics 

Product information Algarticle  N M 

Purchase prices Apoprice  N M 

Batch input of orders algbatchinput  N M 

Product groups algarticlegr  M 

Order types algordertype  M 

Number series algvouchseq  M 

Number types algvouchtype  M 

Number cycles algtransgr  M 
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Requirement Table name Mandatory 

conditions 

Changes 

AGRESSO Logistics 

Units algunit  N M 

Purchase requisitions aporeqheader 

and 

apodetail 

 N M 

Purchase orders apoheader and 

apodetail 

 N M 

Goods received algtrans apar_type = ‘P’ M 

 

Invoice matching 

details 

apoinvinfo  N M 

Discount matrix apodiscount  M 

Purchase rules aporules  M 

Sales orders asoheader and 

asodetail 

 N M 

Goods Despatches algtrans apar_type = ‘R’ M 

Invoice matching info asoinvinfo No longer used 

(see below) 

 

Sales Invoices asoinvheader and 

asoinvdetail 

 N 

Sales prices asoprice  M 

Discount matrix asodiscount  M 

Invoicing rules asoinvrule  M 
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AGRESSO Human Resources 

Resource Relation 

Values 

ahsrelvalue  N M 

Resource/Employee 

information 

ahsresources  N M 

Employee Position aprresourcepost   

Employee Position 

Relations 

aprposrelvalue   

Absence Details (eg no 

of days) 

apsabsdet   

Payroll Transactions aprtrans   

Payslip History aprpaysliphistr   

 

 

NOTE: The dates are important for the majority of HR / Payroll reports 
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Finding data with CTRL + SHIFT + H 

You can use CTRL + SHIFT + H to find a field name, e.g. fax number from 

the Supplier Master File. 

1. Click in the field you want in ABW. 

2. Press CTRL + SHIFT + H. A data window is displayed: 

 

 

 

Field 
name 

◄ 54 Note:   
The screen in 54 is 
accessed in the same 
way but has a little 

less data in 
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The data dictionary help file 

The data dictionary help file is a help file containing reference information 

about ABW tables. 

The file can be accessed on your local network, or on Agressoworld. 

1. Locate and open the data dictionary: 

 

The following information is displayed: 

Column Description 

Columnname The name of the table column 

Type The data type of the column: 

 c = fixed length character 

 text = variable length 

character 

 money = an amount 

 i1 = a very small integer 

(legal values–255 to 255) 

 i2 = a small integer (legal 

values–32,768 to 32,768) 

 i4 = a large integer (legal 

54 Note:  ► 
The datadictionary in 

54 usually in a central 
location which can be 

accessed from your 
local machine.  If you 

don’t have this 
installed locally or 

access to it, ask your 

Agresso support. 
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Column Description 

values –2,147,483,648 to 

2,147,483,648) 

 f8 = a non-integer numeric 

that isn’t money 

 bool = a group of check 

box settings 

 date = a date 

 datetime = a date and 

time 

 im = A binary large object 

(blob) usually a scanned 

image. 

DL 
Data Length 

For c and text fields the maximum number of 

characters that the field can contain. For other 

types the number of bytes that the field takes 

up (not terribly important to a report writer). 

Case 
c and text fields only, set to U if only uppercase 

input is allowed 

Disp For money, i2, i4, and f8 - the number of digits 

the field can contain.   

For money and f8 - indicates the number of 

decimal places e.g.  15.2 

Description An English description of what the column holds. 

Indexname Optional, if this table has indexes on it their 

names are listed in this column. 

Unique If crossed then each row in the table must have 

a unique set of values in the indexed columns. 

Column List A list of the columns, separated by commas, 

that the index is built on. 
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2. Search for a particular field: 

 Select Search 
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Workflow 

If you do not have access to the data dictionary, to some extent in 55 

Workflow can be used to see the contents of tables.  For example: 

1. Settings | System Administration | System Setup | Element Types   

 Choose Open Customer Invoices 

 

2. Click on a line and choose Tools | Element Type Details 

3. From here you can see the main tables that are used in this area of 

work and their columns: acuvicred, acutrans, acrpayplan 
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The ABW data model 

The primary purpose of the Data Model is that it allows enquiry and 

maintenance on the tables that drive the Expand Base function in the ABW 

Browser. 

Because most of the tables in ABW are linked into Browser’s Expand Base 

function, the Data Model also serves as an interactive schema for the ABW 

database. 

1. Display the data model: 

 Select Settings | Data model | Data model 

 

2. Maximise the window to ensure all of the model is displayed: 

 Right-click the data model to display a menu 

 

 Select Fit to screen 
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The data model displays: 

 tables in the ABW database with: 

 common name of the table (eg Company Information, 

General Ledger), and/or: 

 technical name of the table  (eg acrclient, agltransact etc) 

 relational joins between tables. 

 

 

The lines indicate: 

 black = standard table or join 

 blue = user defined table or join. 

 

Boxes represent tables in the 
Agresso database 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lines illustrate relationships 
between tables (see below for 
explanation) 
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The data model is fundamental to using SQL with ABW. 

 The boxes are entities (tables). 

 The long lines are relations, joining two tables.  

 The crows’ feet show where there is a one-to-many or many-

to-many relationship 

 The stubby lines indicate that the relationship is mandatory.  

 

So we can see from the model that: 

 A customer can have many addresses, but a customer 

address belongs to only one customer. A customer must have 

at least one address. 

 For each Sales Order there will be zero or one Open item. As 

it is not mandatory and there are no crow’s feet. 

 A company can have many customers, and a customer can 

belong to many companies (shared customers). Many-to-

many relationships are unusual. 
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The Data Model is always initially centred on the Company Information 

table and shows the links to that table. If you want to display links to 

another table, double-click on the table to redraw the window with the 

selected table in the centre. 

3. Display the links to the Chart of accounts table: 

 Double-click the Chart of accounts (aglaccounts) table  

 

 

 

 

4. Return to the Company information table: 

 Double-click the table Company information (acrclient) 

5. Close the window. 

Double-click a table to change that 
table to the focal table 
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Navigating the data model 

The Data Model also provides you with navigation options that allow to you 

select and display the table information you require. 

1. Display the Data model in the Data model window. 

2. Display the Change view dialog to select the table that you want to 

display in the data model: 

 Right-click the Data model window to display a menu 

 

 Select Go to display the Change view dialog: 

 

The options are: 

 table list – allows you to select a table (the technical name of 

the table is displayed if there is no common table name) 

 module list – allows you to filter the tables that are displayed 

in the Data model window (in some cases a logical module is 

subdivided in this list). The list also includes any modules 

created in the User defined menus window. 

Module list 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table list 
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Every table in the Data Model is owned by a specific module and 

unless you have highlighted the appropriate module in the Module 

list you will not see the table in the Table box. When you start the 

Data Model, only Common and General Ledger are highlighted. So if 

you wanted to look at suppliers you would not see them unless you 

highlight the Accounts Payable module in the Module list. 

3. Add the Supplier table (asuheader) to the display in the Data model 

window: 

 Select Accounts Payable in the Module list 

 Select Supplier in the Table list 

 Click OK 
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Displaying table definitions 

You can display detailed information about a table in the Data model 

window using a Properties window which includes these tabs: 

 Column List – displays 

 Screen – displays 

 Indexes – displays. 

NOTE: the table property information is read-only, and cannot be changed. 

1. Display the Data model in the Data model window. 

2. Select the Company information table (acrclient). 

3. Display the table properties: 

 Right-click the table to display a menu 

 

Select Properties 
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The Column list tab displays the same information as the ABW Data 

Dictionary, the table property information displayed is: 

 Table name - the common name of the table followed by its 

technical name 

 Module – the owning module (the one which must be 

highlighted in the Module list in order to see this table) 

 Column name - the common name of the column 

 Internal name - the actual name of the column in the ABW 

database 

 Type – the type of data that can be stored in the column, one 

of: 

 

c = binary 

c = character 

i = integer 

m = money 

t = variable length character. 

 Length = the number of characters taken up by the column 

(or its maximum length on t fields) 

 Case - indicates if character fields are upper case only, or 

mixed case 

 Display – the number of digits displayed in numeric fields 

 Attribute the ABW attribute that this column represents (if 

any). 

4. Display the screen properties which should show if there is a standard 

ABW screen to execute when using the Open command (unless there 

is an entry in this tablefield, the Open command will be greyed out): 

 Select Screen 
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The table property information displayed is: 

 Table name – the common name of the table, followed by its 

technical name 

 Module – the common description of the contents of the Mod 

column (corresponds to the Std. module column in the User 

defined menu screen) 

 Frame – the description of the contents of the Id column 

 Mod – the module in which the contents of the Id column is 

stored 

 Id – the function number of the window which is executed 

(corresponds to the Std.ID column in the User defined menu 

window).  

5. Display the index properties: 

 Select Indexes 

 

The Indexes tab displays the same information as the ABW Data 

Dictionary, the table property information displayed is: 

 Table name – the common name of the table, followed by its 

technical name 

 Index name – the technical name of this index 

 Columns - a list of the columns included in the index 

 Unique – if selected only one entry for a given combination of 

values in the columns in the index is allowed. 

6. Close the Properties window. 
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Enquiring on User-defined relational joins 

This is one of the methods in ABW that you can use to display the join 

conditions between tables (you cannot exactly do this using the help file, 

although you can use the indices as a guide). 

There are two different methods of enquiring on the conditions used to join 

two tables, the method you use depends on the type of join: 

 user defined join – right click on the table to which the join 

connects to display a pop up menu, then select Amend to 

display an Amend window: 

 

 

 standard system join – use the create query command as 

described below. 
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1. Display the table Purchase orders (apoheader) in the Data model 

window. 

2. Display the Create query window: 

 Right-click Purchase orders (apoheader) to display a menu 

 Select Create query 

 

 

 

3. Expand the detail in the table list: 

 Double-click the table name in the Table list 

4. Display a list of a table’s relational joins: 

 Click on Purchase orders in the Table list to display details of 

columns in the Column list 

 Double-click on a column (eg Article ID) to display details of 

relational joins in the Selected columns list, for example: 

 

 

 

 

Table list Column list Selected column list 

Relational joins for the selected column 
in the selected table 
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5. Display the SQL needed to run the query that you have created: 

 Select Tools | Create query 

 

The window displays the SQL needed to run the query, including the 

join criteria, in the WHERE clause. 

 

6. Close all open windows, including the Data model window. 
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Session 4 

Connecting Tables 

 

This section of the training provides you with an introduction to the ways in 

which you can connect tables in SQL enquiries, and run queries on multiple 

tables. It covers: 

 using unions and joins for multi table queries 

 unioning tables 

 joining tables 

 looking at inner and outer joins 

 getting descriptions 

 getting relations 

 getting trees 

 using data control. 

By the end of this session you should have an understanding of the 

different ways in which you can connect tables for multi table queries. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the difference between a union and a join, and 

understanding which is appropriate to your needs. 

Understanding how to union two tables together. 

Understanding how to join to retrieve descriptions and reporting 

attributes. 

Understanding how you respect user group control in a query. 
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Using unions and joins for multi-table queries 

SQL provides two facilities for retrieving data from multiple tables: 

 unions - merge the rows from two or more tables together 

In a union the tables are considered to be of equal precedence. If 

there are equal rows on two or more of the tables in the union then 

the default action is to remove the duplicate rows from the result 

set. The majority of unions increase the number of rows in a result 

set rather than adding columns. 

 joins - merge the columns from two or more tables together 

In a join one of the tables is considered to be the main (or primary) 

table (this is asutrans in the examples starting on page 90). The 

majority of joins simply add additional columns, typically 

descriptions, to a result set rather than changing the number of 

rows. 
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Unioning tables 

You can union tables to merge the rows from two or more tables together, 

for example: 

Source tables: 

    

 

Result table after union: 

 

Creating union queries is in many ways much simpler than joining to other 

tables. You have to write two or more SELECT statements and tack them 

together using the keyword UNION as follows: 

SELECT… FROM… WHERE… GROUP BY… 

UNION 

 SELECT… FROM… WHERE… 

UNION 

 SELECT… FROM… etc[;] 

The following rules govern a UNION query: 

 each of the constituent SELECT clauses must have the same 

number of columns, in the same order, and with the same 

data types (eg char, decimal, integer, varchar) 

 The column names in the result set is taken from the first 

SELECT clause. 

 the constituent SELECT statements must not contain an 

ORDER BY clause 

 a single ORDER BY clause can be included at the end of the 

SQL – this clause can refer to the columns by number rather 

than by name (for example ORDER BY 3, 1, 7 sorts by column 

seven within column one within column three). 
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Some databases support both of these operations: 

 UNION – remove duplicate rows from the constituent queries 

 UNION ALL - leave the duplicate rows in the result set. 

If there is no possibility of unwanted duplicates arising it is more efficient 

to use UNION ALL because the SQL does not have to check for duplicates. 

Within the ABW database there may well be many duplicates – such as 

regular rental payments – which you will want to show.  UNION ALL is very 

useful for this. 

Examples 

SELECT  

client,  

apar_id,  

ext_inv_ref, 

 amount  

FROM asutrans 

UNION ALL 

SELECT  

client,  

apar_id,  

ext_inv_ref,  

amount  

FROM asuhistr 

ORDER BY 1, 2, 3[;] 

Each component is a separate query in its own right, therefore there is no 

need to use table correlation names in a union unless there are joins in the 

individual queries. 

The problem with this query is that there is no way to tell in the result set 

whether an item is open or closed (i.e.  from asutrans or asuhistr).  This 

can be addressed by using a virtual column set to B for open items and C 

for closed ones, I have chosen the values B and C because they are the 

same as the equivalent ABW enquiries use. 
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SELECT  

client, 

apar_id, 

ext_inv_ref, 

‘B’ AS T, 

amount 

FROM asutrans 

UNION ALL 

SELECT  

client, 

apar_id, 

ext_inv_ref, 

‘C’, 

amount  

FROM asuhistr 

ORDER BY 1, 2, 3[;] 

The component queries that make up a union query can be as complex as 

you like, provided that they follow the rules of a union. 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1: A Union on Open and Closed items 
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Joining tables 

You can join tables to merge the columns from two or more tables. 

There are two different methods of doing a join in SQL: 

 using the FROM clause and the WHERE clause (the old way) 

 using only the FROM clause (the new way) 

In both cases you must specify join conditions to join two tables together. 

The new way is usually referred to as an ANSI join (pronounced annsee) 

which stands for the American National Standards Institute, and is a body 

like our BSI British Standards Institute.  Over the years ANSI has produced 

many official standards relating to the computer industry including several 

relating to the syntax of SQL.  

For example 

Source tables: 

    

Result set after join: 
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JOIN conditions 

By default SQL performs a CROSS JOIN when asked to generate a result 

set from two or more tables, an operation known to mathematicians as a 

Cartesian Product. 

For example assume two tables T1 and T2: 

 T1 has R1 rows 

 T2 has R2 rows 

The results set is: 

 R1 * R2 

This is because the SQL processor has two tables with nothing in common 

so therefore combines the first row of T1 with every row of T2 (giving R2 

rows in the result set), then combines the second row of T1 with every row 

of T2 (giving another R2 rows in the result set), and so on 

The vast majority of these R1 * R2 rows are meaningless (in the case of a 

description lookup, only R1 of the rows are sensible).  In order to restrict 

the rows in the result set to only the sensible permutations you must 

specify Join Conditions in the query. 

The difference between ANSI and non-ANSI joins is the location of the Join 

Conditions: 

 in a non-ANSI join, the tables you are joining are simply 

listed in the FROM clause, separated by commas and the Join 

Conditions are defined in the WHERE clause 

 in an ANSI join, both the tables and the Join Conditions are 

defined in the FROM clause using extended syntax of that 

clause. 

NOTE:  

 The parts that contain data restriction clauses remain in the WHERE 

clause 

 Some older databases do not support ANSI joins. 
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For example 

Source tables: 

 

 

Join conditions are: 

A = E AND B = G 

Result set after join: 

 

To illustrate the different ways of doing a join we will first look at the 

example below. 

Non-ANSI Syntax: 

SELECT a, b, h, f, c, d 

FROM tab1, tab2 

WHERE a = e  

AND b = g 

AND a = 'EN'[;] 

 

ANSI Syntax: 

SELECT a, b, h, f, c, d 

FROM tab1 INNER JOIN tab2  

ON a = e  

AND b = g 

WHERE a = 'EN'[;] 
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NOTE: There are risks associated with joining tables in a query. If you specify 

the Join Conditions incorrectly, your result set can contain too many or too few 

rows: 

 for example if we incorrectly identified the Join Conditions as 

being A = E then our result set would contain eight (4 x 2) 

rows, and we would double count all the column D amounts 

 if TAB1 had rows with a 3 in column B then these rows will be 

omitted from our result set because B = G is not true. 

When joining: 

 it is good practice to count the number of rows in your result 

set before adding the join, and ensuring that there is still the 

same number after the join 

 if your query is taking an unexpectedly long time to produce a 

result set you may have omitted one or more Join Conditions, 

and a full or partial cross join is being produced. 
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Correlation Names 

The example we have used so far was devised so that the tables have no 

column names in common. In the ABW database this will hardly ever be 

the case because the developers of ABW have generally given the same 

object the same name. 

So for instance virtually every ABW table has a column called client which 

contains an ABW company code. SQL gives you an error message if you 

include a column in a query that appears on more than one of the tables in 

that query. To avoid this you must refer to such columns unambiguously by 

prefixing them with the table name followed by a full stop, eg 

asutrans.client. It is considered good practice to qualify all the column 

names in a multi-table query even when this is not essential, to improve 

clarity. 

Examples 

SELECT  

asutrans.client,  

asutrans.apar_id,  

asuheader.apar_name, 

asuheader.apar_gr_id, 

asutrans.ext_inv_ref,  

asutrans.amount 

FROM asutrans,  

asuheader 

WHERE 

asutrans.client = asuheader.client  

AND asutrans.apar_id = asuheader.apar_id 

AND asutrans.client= 'EN'[;] 

or: 

SELECT  

asutrans.client,  

asutrans.apar_id,  

asuheader.apar_name,  

asuheader.apar_gr_id,  

asutrans.ext_inv_ref,  

asutrans.amount 

FROM asutrans  

INNER JOIN asuheader  

 ON asutrans.client = asuheader.client  

 AND asutrans.apar_id = asuheader.apar_id 

WHERE asutrans.client= 'EN'[;] 

The above is rather a lot of typing, a way to reduce this to a more 

manageable level is to use the correlation name syntax of the FROM 

clause.  
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A correlation name is an alias for a table and can be used as follows: 

SELECT  

t.client,  

t.apar_id, 

h.apar_name, 

h.apar_gr_id,  

t.ext_inv_ref, 

t.amount 

FROM asutrans t,  

asuheader h 

WHERE t.client = h.client  

AND t.apar_id = h.apar_id 

AND t.client= 'EN'[;] 

or: 

SELECT  

t.client,  

t.apar_id,  

h.apar_name,  

h.apar_gr_id,  

t.ext_inv_ref,  

t.amount 

FROM asutrans t  

INNER JOIN asuheader h  

 ON t.client = h.client 

 AND t.apar_id = h.apar_id 

WHERE t.client= 'EN'[;] 

 

 

When choosing correlation names it is important to strike a balance 

between brevity and meaning, I have used t for asutrans and h for 

asuheader. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.2: Joining a Transaction Table to a Master File 
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Getting descriptions 

This is the ABW attribute screen.  The entries here are stored in 

agldimension: 

 

The attribute values are entered into this screen and stored in agldimvalue: 

 

 

Additionally each attribute and attribute value is automatically entered into 

the language variant table - agldescription: 

  

 

NOTE: This is accessed via Tools | Text, but is populated automatically for the 

current language  
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So, ABW stores the descriptions of all attribute values in these two tables: 

 agldescription (which also holds the descriptions of other 

codes that are not attributes and is multi-lingual) 

 agldimvalue 

 

The main columns in the agldescription table are: 

 client - company code. 

 attribute_id - the ID of the attribute (this can be found from 

the AGRESSO Common | Accounting structure | Attributes 

window (GL04)) 

 dim_value - value of the attribute 

 language - the code of the language in which you want the 

description 

 description – the description. 

 

The main columns in the agldimvalue table are: 

 client - company code 

 attribute_id - the ID of the attribute. 

 dim_value - value of the attribute. 

 description – the description. 
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Examples 

SELECT  

t.apar_id AS supplier_id,  

d.description AS supplier_name, 

SUM(t.amount) AS balance 

FROM asutrans t  

INNER JOIN agldescription d  

ON t.client = d.client 

AND d.attribute_id = 'A5'  

AND t.apar_id = d.dim_value 

AND d.language = 'EN' 

WHERE t.client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY t.apar_id, d.description 

ORDER BY balance DESC[;] 

The result set generated by this query will contain: 

 three columns - supplier id, supplier name, and amount  

 every row for company EN 

 rows sorted into descending order of amount. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.3: Getting Attribute Descriptions 
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Getting relation 

This section examines how you can use SQL for obtaining information on 

relations, and covers: 

 looking at relation types 

 looking at common relations 

 looking at the relational NULL 

 using relational NULLs with ABW relations 

 looking at fixed asset relations 

 looking at resource relations 

 looking at product relations. 

The menu location for attributes per relation within ABW is: 

AGRESSO Common | Attributes and Relations | Relations | Attributes per 

relation 

 

Relation types 

ABW has a number of different types of relation the most commonly used 

ones are: 

Relation type Table 

Common Aglrelvalue 

Fixed asset Afarelvalue 

Resource Ahsrelvalue 

Product Algrelvalue 

The relation type determines which table to include in your query in order 

to retrieve the relation on an attribute. 
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Common relations 

Relations defined in AGRESSO Common are held in the aglrelvalue table 

the main columns of which are: 

 client - company code 

 attribute_id – the ID of the attribute on which the relation is 

based 

 att_value  - the value of the attribute on which the relation is 

based  (this is equivalent to the Attr.value column below) 

 att_val_from – the start value of the range of attributes on 

which this relation is based (this is equivalent to the Value 

from column below) 

 att_val_to - the end value of the range of attributes on which 

this relation is based (this is equivalent to the Value to 

column below) 

 rel_attr_id – the ID of the related attribute 

 rel_value  - the value of the relation to which att_value 

belongs 

 percentage – the percentage of this relation value to be 

attributed to this attribute value (this is equivalent to the 

Percent column below). 

There are two types of ABW attribute relation - absolute and wildcard.   

When you define an absolute relation you enter attribute values into 

Attr.value and the program stores the entered value in the att_value, 

att_val_from, and att_val_to columns.   
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When you define a wildcard relation you enter values (or wildcards) into 

Value from and the program stores the entered value in the att_value 

column and the generated values in the att_val_from and att_val_to 

columns.  

 

In theory you can therefore retrieve any relation as though it were a 

wildcard relation but it is more efficient to retrieve absolute relations as 

follows: 

SELECT  

r.rel_value AS section,  

SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

ON b.client = r.client  

AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'N7'  

AND b.dim2 = r.att_value 

WHERE b.client='EN' 

GROUP BY r.rel_value[;] 
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Wild card relations are retrieved using the att_val_from and att_val_to 

columns as follows: 

SELECT  

r.rel_value AS division, 

d.description AS division_text, 

SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

ON b.client = r.client  

AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'N5'  

AND b.dim2 BETWEEN r.att_val_from  

AND r.att_val_to 

INNER JOIN agldescription d 

ON r.client = d.client  

AND r.rel_attr_id = d.attribute_id  

AND r.rel_value = d.dim_value  

AND d.language = 'EN' 

WHERE b.client='EN' 

GROUP BY r.rel_value, d.description[;] 

 

NOTE:  

 In this example there is also a join to agldescription to get the name of 

the division. 

 A different relation is being used in this example. 
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You can include relations on relations by repeatedly joining to the 

aglrelvalue table.  For instance a second way of getting to the attribute 

division is to go via the absolute relation COSTC to SECTION and then via 

the absolute relation SECTION to DIVISION. 

SELECT  

d.rel_value AS division,  

s.rel_value AS section,  

SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue s  

ON b.client = s.client  

AND s.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND s.rel_attr_id = 'N7'  

AND b.dim2 = s.att_value 

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue d 

ON s.client = d.client  

AND s.rel_attr_id = d.attribute_id  

AND d.rel_attr_id = 'N5'  

AND s.rel_value = d.att_value 

WHERE b.client='EN' 

GROUP BY d.rel_value, s.rel_value[;] 
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When you use a percentage based relation the same primary row can 

belong to more than one value in the relation so in order to avoid 

misrepresenting the values in the query you must multiply them by the 

percentage from the relation row: 

SELECT  

r.rel_value AS division,  

d.description AS division_text, 

SUM(b.amount / 100 * r.percentage) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

ON b.client = r.client  

AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'N5'  

AND b.dim2 BETWEEN r.att_val_from 

AND r.att_val_to 

INNER JOIN agldescription d 

ON r.client = d.client  

AND r.rel_attr_id = d.attribute_id  

AND r.rel_value = d.dim_value  

AND d.language = 'EN' 

WHERE b.client='EN' 

GROUP BY r.rel_value, d.description[;] 
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The relational NULL 

If a column in a table contains the NULL character then it means that the 

contents of this column are undefined, as opposed to being empty (a zero 

length string or a numeric zero). 

Such columns must be treated with caution because the only condition that 

will not evaluate as true on a NULL is IS NOT NULL.  For example: 

 a NULL in a numeric field is both less than zero and greater 

than zero 

 a NULL in a character field is equal to both Y and N. 

For this reason ABW tables never contain NULL values: empty fields 

contain a specific value depending on their data type: 

 character - a single space 

 numeric - 0, 0.00, 0.0000, etc depending on the definition of 

the column 

 dates - 01-JAN-1900. 

However some queries can return NULL values as the result of a join as 

described earlier in this session on joining tables. 
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Using relational NULLs with ABW relations 

In all of the above examples an INNER join has been used.  This is fine 

when every attribute value has been linked to the relation in question, but 

when an optional relation is being used you will need to use an OUTER 

JOIN instead. 

When you use any form of outer join the rel_value column will contain a 

relational null when a relation value is missing.   

This can cause problems in Excelerator reports particularly if you are using 

the relation in a CODE column.  In addition the report writer might show 

the value from the previous row when it only has a NULL to display, so in 

an ARC report it could be showing the delivery address for a different 

customer, if the customer you are looking at does not have a delivery 

address of their own.  Most confusing! 

The way to resolve this is to use a function to convert the relational null 

into some specific value, such as MISSING.    Each supported database has 

such a function but it is different in each one, the main ones are listed 

below. 

Database Function 

ASQL IFNULL(column_name, replacement value) 

Microsoft SQL Server ISNULL(column_name, replacement value) 

Oracle NVL(column_name, replacement value) 

SELECT  

ISNULL(r.rel_value, 'MISSING') AS section,  

SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

LEFT OUTER JOIN aglrelvalue r 

ON b.client = r.client  

AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'N7' 

AND b.dim2 = r.att_value 

WHERE b.client='EN' 

GROUP BY r.rel_value[;] 

This is an outer join version of the first enquiry we did in this section and 

you will notice that we now have six rows instead of the five we had when 

we did an inner join. 
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Tip 

 If you make your replacement value a valid value for this attribute 

(such as ‘MISSING’) then if you subsequently want to get 

descriptions the SQL will be much simpler. 

 If you make this value a space (an empty string), then you can use 

an equal join to agldescription: relying on what ABW already uses 
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SELECT 

ISNULL(r.rel_value, 'MISSING') AS section,  

d.description AS section_name, 

SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

LEFT OUTER JOIN aglrelvalue r 

ON b.client = r.client  

AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'N7' 

AND b.dim2 = r.att_value 

INNER JOIN agldescription d  

ON b.client = d.client  

AND d.attribute_id = 'N7' 

AND ISNULL(r.rel_value, 'MISSING') = 

d.dim_value  

AND d.language = 'EN' 

WHERE b.client='EN' 

GROUP BY r.rel_value, d.description[;] 

 

The difficulty with the join from aglrelvalue to agldescription is that the 

aglrelvalue row will not always be present, the above gets around this by 

using aglaggadp.client, the literal N7 for the attribute_id and the ISNULL 

function again.   

 

NOTE: If you did not have the ISNULL in the INNER JOIN above, then this 

would be an example of a cascading join: the INNER JOIN could cascade down 

to the LEFT OUTER JOIN and turn that into an INNER JOIN also.  This could 

cause loss of data. 

 

An alternative is: 

ISNULL(r.client, b.client) = d.client AND ISNULL(r.rel_attr_id, 

'N7') = d.attribute_id 

but this would be simply creating unnecessary work both for the user and 

the SQL engine. 
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Non-ANSI Outer Joins 

For the purposes of upgrading your reports, etc. here are the non-ANSI 

ways of writing outer joins. 

 

NOTE:  

 This is not the recommended way of writing your code.  It is merely 

provided for information purposes 

 Remember that there is a switch with the later versions of SQL Server with 

which the Non-ANSI code can be chosen to be permitted or not  

 

With Oracle you highlight the additional column with a plus sign in brackets 

(+) on the right-hand side of it. 

With SQL Server you indicate the primary table with a star * on the 

primary side of the equals sign. 

Hence: 

Left Outer Join 

Oracle 

A = B(+) 

SQL Server 

A *= B 

Right Outer Join 

Oracle 

A(+) = B 

SQL Server 

A =* B 
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Fixed asset relations 

The main columns on the afarelvalue table are: 

 client - company code 

 attribute_id - asset attribute ID 

 asset_id - fixed asset identifier 

 rel_attr_id - attribute ID of the belonging attribute 

 rel_value  - relation value 

 percentage - percentage of relation value. 

This makes retrieving asset relations very similar to retrieving an absolute 

common relation, the only difference being that you join to asset_id not 

att_value. 

 

 

SELECT  

a.asset_id,  

a.description,  

r.rel_value AS memory 

FROM afaasset a  

INNER JOIN afarelvalue r 

ON a.client = r.client  

AND a.asset_id = r.asset_id  

AND r.attribute_id = 'F1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = '02' 

WHERE a.client = 'EN'[;] 
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Similarly you can use the asset balance table FADET: 

SELECT  

b.dim2 AS asset,  

r.rel_value AS memory,  

sum(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM afavidetail b  

INNER JOIN afarelvalue r 

ON b.client = r.client  

AND b.dim2 = r.asset_id  

AND r.attribute_id = 'F1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = '02' 

WHERE b.client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY b.dim2, r.rel_value[;] 

Both inner and outer joins can be used on asset relations as well. 
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Resource relations 

The main columns on the ahsrelvalue table are: 

 client - company code 

 resource_id - resource identifier 

 rel_attr_id - attribute ID of the belonging attribute 

 rel_value  - relation value 

 date_from - effective date 

 date_to - expiry date 

 period_from - effective timesheet period 

 period_to - expiry timesheet period 

This makes retrieving resource relations a little like retrieving fixed asset 

relations, the big difference is that a resource can change the attribute 

value to which it is related through time, hence the from and to columns.  

When you specify a resource relation you define the timesheet periods 

between which this relation is active, the program stores the entered 

values but also converts them to a date range using the Time/project 

periods calendar.  How accurate this is depends on whether the periods 

entered have been defined or not. 

 

When you are joining a resource relation to a Project Costing and Billing 

(PCB) table then you may well have a timesheet period available to include 

in the join conditions. 
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SELECT  

t.resource_id,  

r.rel_value AS cost_cat,  

t.period,  

t.project,  

t.work_order,  

t.activity,  

t.inv_value AS hours 

FROM atsheader t  

INNER JOIN ahsrelvalue r 

ON t.client = r.client  

AND t.resource_id = r.resource_id  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'B3'  

AND t.period BETWEEN r.period_from AND 

r.period_to 

WHERE t.client = 'EN'[;] 

 

When you are joining a resource relation to a non-PCB transaction table 

then you can probably use a date from the transaction in the join 

conditions. 

SELECT  

t.dim_3 AS resno,  

ISNULL(r.rel_value, 'MISSING') AS cost_cat,  

t.account,  

t.period,  

t.amount,  

t.last_update 

FROM agltransact t  

LEFT OUTER JOIN ahsrelvalue r 

ON t.client = r.client  

AND t.dim_3 = r.resource_id  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'B3' 

AND t.last_update BETWEEN r.date_from 

AND r.date_to 

WHERE  

t.client = 'EN'  

AND t.att_3_id = 'C0'  

AND t.period = 199301[;] 

 

Due to the dates on the relation values in client EN the r.date_from has 

been replaced with a literal date.  The above is in SQL wording. 
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When you are joining a resource relation to a balance table or other 

accounting period orientated table the best you can do is try and convert 

the timesheet periods to accounting periods and compare these converted 

values with the accounting period. 

SELECT 

trn.dim_3 AS resno,  

ISNULL(r.rel_value, 'MISSING') AS cost_cat, 

trn.account,  

trn.period,  

trn.amount 

FROM agltransact trn  

LEFT OUTER JOIN ahsrelvalue r 

ON trn.client = r.client  

AND trn.dim_3 = r.resource_id  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'B3' 

LEFT OUTER JOIN acrperiod f 

ON r.client = f.client  

AND r.period_from = f.period  

AND f.period_id = 'TS' 

LEFT OUTER JOIN  acrperiod t 

ON r.client = t.client  

AND r.period_to = t.period  

AND t.period_id = 'TS' 

WHERE  

trn.client = 'EN'  

AND trn.att_3_id = 'C0'  

AND trn.period = 199804 

AND trn.period BETWEEN ISNULL(f.acc_period, 

199400)  

AND ISNULL(t.acc_period, 209999) [;] 

NOTE:   

 Part of the join conditions from agltransact to ahsrelvalue 

(AND tran.period BETWEEN ISNULL(f.acc_period, 199400) 

AND ISNULL(t.acc_period, 209999)) has had to be put into 

the WHERE clause because an error is generated if it is put in 

the correct place since the SQL engine doesn’t yet know 

about the f and t correlation names 

 The use of ISNULL() to provide default values for the from 

and to periods, in case the timesheet periods have not yet 

been defined 

 WARNING - there is a danger of retrieving more than one 

relation value for the same accounting period 

 Further information on CONVERT can be found on page 40 
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Product relations 

The main columns on the algrelvalue table are: 

 client - company code 

 article_id – internal product identifier 

 rel_attr_id - attribute ID of the belonging attribute 

 rel_value  - relation value. 

This makes retrieving product relations a little like retrieving fixed asset 

relations, except that there is no equivalent to attribute_id, so it is a little 

simpler.  The only complication here is that article_id contains the 

internal key of the product not the one you see in the on-line system (this 

is held in a column called article).  So on tables that do not contain an 

article_id column you will have to join to the product table (algarticle) to 

convert article to article_id. 

Table with article_id: 

SELECT  

o.order_id,  

o.article,  

ISNULL(r.rel_value, 'MISSING') AS arttype, 

o.amount 

FROM apodetail o  

LEFT OUTER JOIN algrelvalue r 

ON o.client = r.client  

AND o.article_id = r.article_id  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'L1' 

WHERE o.client = 'EN'[;] 
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Table with article but without article_id: 

SELECT  

b.dim4 AS product,  

ISNULL(r.rel_value, 'MISSING') AS arttype,  

SUM(b.po_com_amount) AS po_com_amount 

FROM algvipurch b  

INNER JOIN algarticle p 

ON b.client = p.client  

AND b.dim4 = p.article 

LEFT OUTER JOIN algrelvalue r 

ON p.client = r.client  

AND p.article_id = r.article_id  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'L1' 

WHERE b.client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY b.dim4, r.rel_value [;] 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.4: Getting Attribute Relations 
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Getting trees 

ABW trees were introduced in version 5.2.1 as a replacement for relations, 

where those relations are used to define reporting attributes.   

Trees are stored in two tables:  

 acrtreesetup - holds the definition of the tree as entered by 

the user using the Definition of trees window illustrated below 

 acrtrees holds the data itself. 
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The acrtrees table is keyed by a system generated number (att_agrid) 

not by the name of the tree so if you wish to identify the tree by its name 

then you must go via the acrtreesetup table as follows: 

SELECT  

t.dim_a AS division,  

t.dim_b AS section,  

SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM acrtreesetup s, aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN acrtrees t 

ON b.client = t.client  

AND b.dim2 = t.cat_1 

WHERE  

b.client='EN'  

AND s.client = b.client 

AND s.description = 'Section and Division from Costc'  

AND s.att_agrid = t.att_agrid 

GROUP BY t.dim_a, t.dim_b[;] 

 

To run this example you must: 

 define the tree as shown above  

 use the Tools | Copy relation structure command in the Tree 

maintenance (from the bottom) window (CR42) 

 save the results. 

If you are happy to hardwire the att_agrid value into your query then this 

makes the SQL simpler and therefore faster.  The down-side comes when 

you have more than one machine to report from.  If you have the same 

named tree in both the att_agrid values are usually different! In other 

words, if you build the tree in a development or test machine and then 

transfer it to your live machine, the att_agrid will almost always be 

different. 
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In the following example the Section and Division from Costc tree has an 

att_agrid value of four. 

SELECT  

t.dim_a AS division,  

t.dim_b AS section,  

SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN acrtrees t 

ON b.client = t.client  

AND b.dim2 = t.cat_1  

AND t.att_agrid = 4 

WHERE b.client='A3' 

GROUP BY t.dim_a, t.dim_b[;] 

This gives the same result set as the first query. 

From a report writer’s point of view the advantage of using trees is that 

one join will link you to all of the relevant attributes which you have loaded 

(the DIVISION and SECTION for each COSTC in the example).   

If you use relations then as we have seen you have to create a join for 

each ‘level’ of the link.   

Once you get to a couple of ‘levels’ you wish to report on, trees make the 

SQL easier to write and it runs more quickly. 

 

You can still make joins to agldescription, in the usual way, to pick up the 

descriptions of the retrieved attributes. 
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Session 5 

Creating Database Views 

 

This section of the training provides you with an introduction to database 

views which you can use as balance tables. It covers: 

 looking at database views 

 creating database views 

 using database views in SQL 

 using database views in balance tables 

 using database views for data control. 

By the end of this session you should have an understanding of the ways in 

which you can create database views, and how to define ABW balance 

tables on views which are suitable for use as balance tables. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding database views and how to create database views in 

ABW. 

Understanding how to create database views directly. 

Understanding how to create database views which are suitable for 

use as ABW balance tables, and how to define ABW balance tables 

on these views. 
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Database views 

Previous sessions have illustrated how writing your own SQL queries can 

become both complex and repetitive. Using database views can make the 

complexity of your SQL: 

 more transparent - by breaking up the SQL into more 

digestible segments 

 less repetitious - by allowing you to store and reuse particular 

constructs. 

A database view is a prewritten query that has been stored in the database 

the result set of which you can treat as though it were a table. The main 

uses of views are: 

 as a base for new queries  

 to create view balance tables. 

View balance tables can be very important because they allow you to split 

the work of producing a report. One person can write the SQL and define it 

as a view balance table, and another person can produce the report 

without having to write any SQL (for instance you can then use query 

balance in Excelerator). 

You create database views using this ABW window: 

 Database view definition (Settings | Systems Administration | 

Balance tables | Database view definition): 
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Naming database views 

It is sensible to use a convention for your user-defined views to: 

 avoid clashes with any standard objects within the database. 

 provide some indication of the type of view. 

One system is: 

 the first letter is always u (for user-defined) 

 the next two letters are vi (for view) 

 the next two are the code of the module that this view 

belongs to (e.g.  su for accounts payable) 

 the remainder is a short description of what the view does. 

Some people prefer to switch around the module code and the vi as this is 

(usually) the way that the standard ABW views are named. 

By starting the view name with u there is no way that it can clash with a 

standard database object as standard tables, and views start with an a 

(except help tables which start with an h). 
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An overview of database view creation 

NOTE:  

 Any query can be made into a view 

 Do not include an ORDER BY clause in a query that will become a view, 

this can be a part of the second query that is based on the view. 

 

You can create a database view using either of these methods, either: 

 the AG17 Database view definition window in ABW, which you 

display by selecting Settings | Systems Administration | 

Balance tables | Database view definition: 

 

If you create a database view using this method you must only enter 

the query in the window. 

or: 

 a SQL tool, such as you have used on this course. 
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Below are the two methods of creating a view that combines the open and 

closed items for a supplier.  This view is based on the example of a UNION 

covered earlier. 

 

The Database view definition screen 

1. You can use the Database view definition screen, where you insert a 

new row and enter a table name: 

 

2. Double-click to zoom in and enter the query: 

 

NOTE: Do not use the semicolon [;] in this screen 
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The CREATE VIEW statement 

To create a view directly in the database use the CREATE VIEW command. 

The syntax for the CREATE VIEW statement is: 

    tementselect_sta AS e...column_nam ,ecolumn_nam nameVIEW view_ CREATE  

NOTE:  

 if the list of column names is omitted, as in the example 

above, the view will take its column names from the query 

 there are certain clauses that cannot be used in the 

select_statement, these include some esoteric facilities that 

vary from database to database but always includes the 

ORDER BY clause. 
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Ways of creating database views 

The following illustrates the main reasons you should consider for using 

either tool for creating a database view (the AG17 Database view definition 

window is the normal method you should use): 

AG17 Database view definition 

window in ABW 

SQL tool 

Provides an interactive directory 

of the views that you have 

created 

Allows easy recreation of views in 

the event of a database rebuild 

(both of the above points are also 

now available in SQL Server) 

Slightly less typing 

SQL entered is native syntax for 

your database 

Saving in AG17 inserts spaces 

into the SQL that you have 

typed at various points, 

presumably to improve 

readability.  This caused 

problems in older versions of 

SQL – particularly with outer 

joins in Oracle. 

The number of characters you 

can type into the Query field is 

limited, this may not be 

sufficient for some complex 

views (around 1800 characters 

in 55 and 255 in 54). 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 5.1: Using SQL to create a VIEW 

Exercise 5.2: Using ABW to create a VIEW 
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Using database views in SQL 

Database views can be used in exactly the same way as tables in your 

queries. 

The first example gives the same results as the UNION example in chapter 

three but is much simpler, because all the complexity is hidden in the view: 

SELECT  

client,  

apar_id,  

ext_inv_ref,  

T,  

amount 

FROM uvisutrans 

ORDER BY client, apar_id, ext_inv_ref[;] 

The ABW database contains a number of standard views and although 

these cannot be seen from the AG16 window you can make use of them in 

your queries.  An example of a standard view is afavidetail the view behind 

the FADET balance table.  We have already used this view when we looked 

at fixed asset relations. 

 

Note:  ► 
The use of the T 
column refers to  
the example on 

page 117 
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Using database views in balance tables 

ABW provides three kinds of balance table: 

 Aggregated balance table - real tables in the database that 

contain a summary of data from other parts of the ABW 

database (usually one or more transaction registers) 

Once created, this type of balance table must be populated by the 

Balance table update process (AG01) and can be optionally kept up 

to date by the Agresso DWS.  They can be enquired upon via the 

Balance table enquiry screen (Standard or Browser). 

 View balance table - database views that conform to certain 

restrictions and have a balance table definition so that they 

can be enquired upon via the Balance table enquiry window 

(Standard or Browser). Neither AG01 nor the DWS can 

update them, but this is not normally necessary. 

 Transaction balance tables - special tables that are usually 

used as interfaces between different ABW modules. 

They can be updated by AG01 and the Agresso DWS but cannot be 

enquired upon via the Balance table enquiry window (Standard or 

Browser). 

 

The ABW database contains standard balance tables of all three types: 

Balance table type Examples 

Aggregated AGGADP, APBAL,ARBAL 

View FADET, LGPURCH, LGSALE 

Transaction EXPENSES, FATRANS, YEAREND 
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To use a view as a balance table, the following conditions must be true: 

 the view must have a column called client that contains ABW 

company codes 

 the view must have a column called period that contains six 

digit numbers that can be interpreted as ABW accounting 

periods 

 the view can have up to eight dimensions in columns called 

dim1, dim2, …, dim8 

These dimensions can be any ABW attribute, posting or free, unlike 

an aggregated balance table which can only contain attributes which 

are not free. A dimension should only contain twelve characters – 

the supported length. 

 the view can have an almost unlimited number of value 

columns. 

A value can be either a standard or user defined amount type. Value 

columns always have the aggregate function SUM applied to them in 

enquiries so if you have a numeric field that you do not want to be 

aggregated then you must convert it to a character field and store it 

in one of the dimensions 

When you create a view you must conform to the above restrictions, in 

particular you must use column aliases in the SELECT clause to ensure that 

the columns have valid names: 
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Below is an example of a view that is to be used as a balance table. 

 

This view does a union between the balance table AGGADP to get account 

balances and the acrtrans table to get the value of unapproved invoices, 

acrtrans holds other things besides unapproved invoices but these are 

filtered out by the condition: 

treat_code IN (´7´, ´13´, ´18´, ´21´, ´44´) 

 

 

This view is based on the first view and does a left join to the aglaccounts 

table to pick up the account group that each account belongs to.  If it fails 

to find a corresponding aglaccounts row then the account group is set to 

XXX.  It also renames the columns so that they conform to the balance 

table standards. 

 

 Note:  
call this uvidemo1 

 

 Note:  
call this uvidemobal 

 

ALL 
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Finally the balance table is defined on the view: 

 

NOTE:  

 the default Table name must be overtyped with the name of 

your view 

 Bal.tbl.type should be set to View (DB) 

 Createable and Update by AGRDWS should be left unticked 

 in the dimensions table field, row 1 corresponds to dim1, row 

2 to dim2, etc 

 in the dimensions table field, the Blank column has no 

meaning 

 in the values table field, the combination of Module and 

Amount type define the column name to be used (see the 

appendices for a list of valid settings) – you can enter the 

values into this table field in the order that is most convenient 

for enquiries 

 you cannot Zoom to the SQL in a view balance table, nor is 

the Tools | Table definition command available. 
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The previous example demonstrates the technique of basing views on other 

views. We could have put the LEFT JOIN on both sides of the UNION and 

achieved the same effect in a single view but it would have made the SQL 

longer. However the database would be doing the same amount of work no 

matter how we had defined the view(s) so it does not effect the runtime of 

our queries and reports. Building views on other views is also useful when 

you are picking up data from ABW that is stored at different levels of detail.  

You can create a view that aggregates detailed information up to a level 

that is consistent with a balance table (for instance) and then in a second 

view you can join from the balance table to the first view. 

The main benefit of view balance tables is that once you have constructed 

them you can: 

 enquire on them using balance table enquiries 

 report on them in Excelerator using QUERY BALANCE 

 avoid carrying out complex SQL operations in ARC or Crystal. 

 

NOTE: You can also add text from agldescription here, even though you did not 

add it into the code in your view. 

Because a view is simply a stored query, when you enquire or report on 

one the database has to retrieve the data from the underlying tables, so a 

view balance table will always be slower (sometimes much slower) than an 

equivalent aggregated balance table, if one is possible. 
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Restricting access to cost centres 

(for a 54 version of this – called User Group Control – see the appendix) 

You are going to create a user who will have restricted access to cost 

centres. 

1. Create a new user, making sure that you give them Menu Access 

and grant them access to the client that you are using on the tab 

Roles and Clients. 

 

Complete: 

 Language 

 Printer 

 Alert media 

 Menu Access 

 Address (on second tab) 
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2. Create a new Role - adding in the client you are working on. 

 

Remember to click on the Members tab and add your user: 
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3. Before continuing, remember to make sure that the user you are 

logged in as (system) has super user access.   

 

4. Then grant menu access to the role you have created. 

 

5. Switch on DataControl on the Cost Centre attribute.  Save. 

 

NOTE: Some clients may have the wildcard option chosen (column A).  For 

the purposes of this example it has been assumed that this is NOT the case. 

6. Yes, you wish to limit data control. 
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7. You are going to apply this data control to the whole system, then 

you can just save it.  If you want to apply it only in places you need 

to apply to the sub-sections as you save it.  (The following 

additional screen comes up and you either just Save through it, or 

alter the restrictions and then Save.) 

 

8. Add roleid as a relation on costc so that you can join the role you 

created to the attribute 

 

9. Choose some cost centres to add to your role relation and save this. 

 

10. Use Browser to check you can still see transactions to all of the cost 

centres. 

11. Log in as your new user and do the same test. 
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12. Create code similar to the following SQL.  If you are not running this 

from a product whereby you would have populated parameters, 

then you will need to replace ‘$userid’ with the id of your user, i.e. 

elis and to replace ‘$client’ with the relevant client. 

SELECT  

 b.dim1 AS account,  

 b.dim2 AS costc,  

 SUM(b.amount) AS balance 

FROM aglaggadp b  

  INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

   ON b.client = r.client  

   AND b.dim2 BETWEEN r.att_val_from 

   AND r.att_val_to  

   AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

   AND r.rel_attr_id = 'A11' 

  INNER JOIN aaguserdetail u  

   ON r.client = u.client  

   AND r.rel_value = u.role_id 

   AND u.user_id = '$user_id' 

WHERE b.client = '$client' 

GROUP BY b.dim1, b.dim2 

HAVING sum(b.amount) != 0 

 

 

NOTE: A11 is the attribute id for role 

 

The code above works specifically for Cost centre, which is what this 

example follows.  Alternatively you could create a view to apply data 

control to any attribute and use this as a view.  Then if you are not running 

your report via Browser, you can still user data control in your report by 

joining to this view. 
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SELECT  

 u.client,  

 u.user_id,  

 u.role_id,  

 r.attribute_id,  

 r.percentage,  

 d.dim_value 

FROM aaguserdetail u 

 INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

  ON r.client = u.client  

  AND r.rel_value = u.role_id 

 INNER JOIN agldimvalue d  

  ON d.client = r.client  

  AND r.rel_attr_id = 'A11'  

  AND d.attribute_id = r.attribute_id  

  AND d.dim_value BETWEEN 

    r.att_val_from AND r.att_val_to 

 

NOTE: When you are working from inside ABW, you do not need to add 

system to this role as the ABW software allows special rights to this user.  

However when you go directly into the tables, you will need to add in system, as 

it is not using the ABW software rules. 
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Session 6 

Working with User Defined Help 

Tables 

 

This section of the training provides you with information on help tables, 

which are temporary tables that you can use to aid report processing. It 

covers: 

 an overview of user defined help tables 

 looking at query parameters 

 looking at the Query definition window 

 looking at the CREATE TABLE statement 

 looking at statements for user defined help tables 

 creating a query sequence 

 reports 

By the end of this session you should have an understanding of how you 

can use user defined help tables to assist with report processing. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding help tables and their purpose. 

Understanding how to create temporary tables, insert data, update 

table data, and delete rows. 

Understanding how to define a query sequence. 

Understanding how to set up a menu item to run a query sequence. 
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An overview of user defined help tables 

Many of the standard ABW server processes and reports produce 

temporary tables called help tables (because they help make the 

processing and/or reporting easier and faster). 

Let us take the statement of accounts (CU04) as an example.   

 When you request this report a server process is run first that 

generates a help table containing those items that should 

appear on the statement based on some fixed rules and the 

parameter values entered when the report was submitted.   

 Then the CS04 report is run and finally the help table is 

deleted.   

 This help table is not simply an extract from the items posted 

against the customers, it also contains things like the 

customer names and addresses to save the CS04 report 

having to join to other tables in order to produce the required 

information, which makes the report easier.   

As we have already seen when your query contains joins to other tables, 

particularly outer joins, it makes the query run more slowly.  Most 

databases start to creak a bit if you submit a query with more than about 

fifteen tables in it.  Due to the way that relational databases work, it is 

almost always faster to create a table, insert rows into it from one table 

and update it with values from a second than it is to run a query that joins 

those two tables together, so help tables usually make the report run 

faster. 

It is this second aspect of help tables that means that sometimes we need 

to create a user defined help table for our report.  The process can work 

seamlessly just like a standard report, creating the table, running the 

report and deleting the table all in one process. 

In order to create help tables we must look at some of the other parts of 

the SQL language because typically we need to be able to create tables, 

insert rows into them, delete rows from them and update values in existing 

rows.  When we discussed SQL concepts at the beginning of the course it 

was stated that we would only be looking at the ASQL syntax for these 

commands. 

 

NOTE: Userdefined queries for use in the Server process are stored in 

aagbatquery 
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Query parameters 

The are three types of parameter available to your query: 

 global 

 AG16 

 user defined. 

 

Global parameters 

Global parameters are automatically made available without you having to 

define them in the User defined reports screen. The previously used 

parameters client and user_id are examples. An example list is: 

Param ID Description 

client Client code 

cmt The menu text of the report from AG27 

copies Number of copies ordered 

Dbname Name of database 

device Value of the environment variable 

AGRESSO_SYSTEM 

lg The language of the user ordering the report 

no The one character abbreviation of the word for No 

in language lg. 

orderno Report order number 

Param ID This shows the name (or parameter ID) of the 

parameter 

printer The ABW printer being used 

repname The function code for this report, from the User 

defined menu window (AG27) 

report_col The width of the report, from the User defined 

reports window (AG35) 

report_form The form code from the Printers window (AG12) 

user_id The ID of the user ordering the report 

yes The one character abbreviation of the word for Yes 

in language lg. 

## The sequence number for temp tables in log files 
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AG16 parameters 

AG16 parameters have to be defined by you but when present have a 

special meaning within AG16: 

Param ID Query 

Type 

Effect on AG16 Operation 

asqlflag B or R 0 = Use native SQL syntax 

1 = Use ASQL 

helptab01, 

helptab02, 

helptab03 

R only the names of up to three temporary 

tables to your report (created using 

the $*tabn notation). 

report_file R only the name of the report that must be 

run, without the .rpt or .arw or .rpx or 

.xls. 

 

User defined parameters 

User defined parameters have to be defined by you and have no meaning 

outside of your query and/or report.  The previously used agrxl_repnam, 

period_from and period_to parameters are examples. 
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The Query definition window 

You use the Query definition window in ABW to define a series of steps, or 

a query sequence, that you want executed one after another. Each step 

consists of a single ASQL statement that carries out one of the operations 

needed to assemble the help table for your report.   

After the query sequence is complete the temporary table will contain 

exactly the same data as the single query approach, but will have been 

retrieved much more efficiently. 

1. Display the Query definition window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Reports | SQL Queries | 

Query definition 

 Select GL09T for the Report 

 Tab to the Type field (a type of R shown for the Type) 

 Tab to the table field 

 Press F7 to display the defined queries for the selected report type 
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The following are the key fields you use for defining a query 

sequence: 

Column 

name 

Means Description 

Report Name Type a code for this query sequence. 

Type R or B Set to R. 

If you were to set this to B, you 

would not be able to add a report to 

it.  This would mean that it is purely 

a query series. 

(For reporting you would generally 

set this to R, except for certain 

existing server processes, such as 

GL07 where it must be set to B) 

SeqNo Unique 

identifier 

Enter a unique number within this 

query sequence.  

This number determines the order 

in which the steps will be carried 

out.  If left blank this row will not 

be saved.  It is a good idea to 

leave gaps in the numbers to allow 

extra steps to be inserted. 

C Commit? Set to N if you do not want a 

commit to be carried out after this 

step.   

Set to C if you want a commit to be 

carried out after this step.   

Carrying out a commit makes any 

changes made to the database so 

far, permanent (even if an error is 

encountered later on).   

Generally only the last step of the 

query sequence needs to have a 

commit carried out. 

NOTE: A commit is always carried out 

when a table is created.  Generally the 

tables would all be created at the 

beginning of the series, as shown above. 
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Column 

name 

Means Description 

E What to 

do on 

error 

Set to S if you want processing to 

stop if an error occurs in this step.  

If you stop the processing then all 

changes made since the last 

commit will be undone, this is 

known as a roll back. 

Set to C if you want processing to 

continue if an error occurs in this 

step. 

Description Text Free format text to describe this 

step.  Under certain circumstances 

this will be printed in the log file. 

Query Code The SQL command that is to be 

executed in this step. 

2. Display the Tools menu options: 

 Select Tools 

 

The main options you use for query definition are: 

 Copies - to copy steps from another query which is already 

defined (when the steps have been copied you must enter 

SeqNo values otherwise they will not be saved) 

 Delete - to delete the entire query sequence. 
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3. Display the Edit menu options: 

 Select Edit 

 

The main option you use for query definition is: 

 Delete row – to delete a single step from the sequence. 

4. Zoom on a query row: 

 Click on the first query in the table field (SeqNo 10) 

 Select Data | Zoom 
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The following menu options are available when zooming on a SQL 

row: 

Menu | Option Description 

Edit | Clear Clear the contents of the Zoom screen  

Data | First Move to the first step in the query (you can also 

use the corresponding tool bar button) 

Data | Next Move to the next step in the query (you can also 

use the corresponding tool bar button) 

Data | Previous Move to the previous step in the query (you can 

also use the corresponding tool bar button) 

Data | Last Move to the last step in the query (you can also 

use the corresponding tool bar button) 

The following toolbar buttons are also available to move to the First, 

Previous, Next, and Last queries: 

 

5. Close the zoom window, then close the Query definition window. 

NOTE: when you close the window, only the changes on the step you are 

on, will be saved. 
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Statements for user defined help tables 

These SQL statements assist you with creating user defined help tables: 

 CREATE TABLE (can create a blank table with empty 

columns, or create a table by copying column names, types 

and data from an existing table) 

 INSERT (insert rows to a table) 

 UPDATE (update data in a table) 

 DELETE (delete rows from a table) 

 CREATE INDEX  

 DEFINE (define a variable) 

 SELECT … INTO (populate a variable) 

 

 

In this section the style of the course changes a little.  We shall go through 

the main commands that you might need in this style of reporting, then 

there is an exercise that you need to complete. 

In completing the exercise you will have to re-read this section to select 

the relevant commands and to remember how to add an item to the menu, 

whilst connecting it to the query series. 

 

NOTE: There are further items listed in the appendix.  These are just a sample, 

some of which you will need for the exercise. 
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The CREATE TABLE statement 

  









tementselect_sta AS

 ... data_type  ecolumn_nam , data_type  ecolumn_nam
 e table_namTABLE CREATE

 

The ASQL CREATE TABLE statement will always attempt to drop (delete) 

the named table before re-creating it. This is to avoid errors occurring 

because you have run your script before.  However the down side of this is 

that if you were to issue the command CREATE TABLE agltransact (or any 

other standard table in ABW) you would lose the contents of the table. 

The first form of the CREATE TABLE statement allows you to define a new 

table without reference to any existing tables.  Column names can contain 

any characters from:  

0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX

YZ_abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

The values of data_type are: 

Data_type Description 

char(n) Fixed length character string.  The length (n) is 

normally <= 16 but must not exceed 255.   

vchar(n) Variable length character string.  The length (n) must 

not exceed 1,800. 

Bool Normally used as a flag.  Legal values are 0 or 1. 

int1 Small integers.  Legal values from -255 to 255. 

int2 Medium size integers.  Legal values from –32768 to 

32768. 

Int Normal integers.  Legal values from -2147483648 to 

2147483648. 

Float A float value.  Legal values depend on database server. 

Money A money value.  Legal values depend on database 

server.  Don’t expect a precision of more than 16. 

Date A date and time value. 

Raw Used to store Binary Large Objects (BLOBs). 
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Example 

CREATE TABLE $*tab1 (account char(8), client char(2), 

clientname char(30), period int, 

enddate date,  currency char(4), 

amount money, cur_amount money) 

 

The $*tab1 in the above SQL instructs ASQL to create a temporary table 

which can be discarded later. At run time the AG16 process will provide a 

real table name. 
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The second form of the CREATE TABLE statement allows you to copy both 

the column definitions and the data from an existing table (or tables if your 

query has joins in it). 

Example: 

CREATE TABLE $*tab1 AS 

SELECT  

acc_vat,  

tax_code,  

vat_pct 

FROM agltaxcode 

WHERE  

client = ´$CLIENT´ 

 AND vat_pct <> 0  

AND acc_vat <> ´ ´ 

 

The $CLIENT in the above SQL is a standard parameter containing the ABW 

client that the submitting user was attached to. 

CREATE TABLE $*TAB1 AS 

SELECT t.voucher_no,  

  a.address, 

  d.apar_name 

FROM  agltransact t  

  inner join agladdress a 

   ON  a.attribute_id = 'A4' 

   AND a.address_type = '1' 

   AND a.sequence_no = 0 

   AND t.apar_id = a.dim_value 

   AND t.client = a.client 

  inner join acuheader d 

   ON  t.apar_id = d.apar_id 

   AND t.client = d.client 

WHERE 1 = 1 

This creates a table where the customer transactions also have the 

customer name and address. 
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The CREATE TABLE … AS … syntax can be used to copy the column 

definitions from an existing table but not any of the data by supplying an 

impossible condition in the WHERE clause, for example: 

CREATE TABLE $*tab3 AS 

SELECT * 

FROM agltransact 

WHERE 1 = 2 

 

The CREATE TABLE… AS… syntax can create new columns by including 

literal columns in the SELECT clause: 

CREATE TABLE $*tab2 AS 

SELECT  

t.*,  

SPACE(50) AS client_name,  

CONVERT(INT, MONEY, 0) AS total, 

FROM acutrans t 

WHERE t.pay_method = ´$pay_method´ 

It is important when using literal columns that you force a data type and 

length that is compatible with the data you will subsequently put in these 

columns.  The SPACE and CONVERT ASQL functions are useful in this 

respect, see the appendices for a list of all the available ASQL functions.  

The $pay_method parameter is a user defined one and we will see later 

how this must be defined. 

When an ASQL SELECT is used in the context of a CREATE TABLE 

statement its form is pretty much as we have been used to in the earlier 

part of this course.  The main differences are: 

 the functions that are available to you are the ASQL ones not 

the native database ones 

 there is normally no point in using the ORDER BY clause. 

The lack of outer joins is not really a problem in practice because the main 

reason for creating a help table is to avoid making joins! 

Note: ► 
 remember that you 

would not use the 
star notation when 

getting data directly 
into an end report 

writer  
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The INSERT statement 

  
 









tementselect_sta

value_list VALUES
 tcolumn_lis e table_namINTO INSERT  

The Insert statement adds extra rows to the table. 

The first form of the INSERT statement allows you to insert a single row 

with specific values in its columns. 

INSERT INTO test_table 

VALUES ('0000', 1234567.89, 'Insert VALUES') 

 

The second form of the INSERT statement allows you to insert the rows of 

a result set. 

INSERT INTO $*tab1 

(bank_account, bank_short, batch_id, period,  

statement_date, statement_ob, type) 

SELECT DISTINCT  

bank_account, bank_short, ´ ´, $period,  

:stat_date, 0, ´1´ 

FROM $*tab2 

WHERE 1 = 1 

 

NOTE: :stat_date is a variable name that is covered later 

 

The form of SELECT… in an INSERT statement is identical to that used in 

the CREATE TABLE statement. 

In both forms of the INSERT statement if you wish to insert values in all 

columns of the table you can omit the (column_list), but you must supply 

the values (using either the VALUES clause or the SELECT clause of the 

select_statement) in the order that the columns are defined in the table.  

In practice this means that unless you are inserting into a table that you 

have created (and therefore know the order of the columns) it is safer to 

include the column_list to avoid putting the wrong data into columns. 
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The UPDATE statement 

 

  listcondition_ WHERE

ignmentscolumn_ass SET

t table_lisFROM

n_namecorrelatio e table_namUPDATE

 

The UPDATE statement alter values in existing rows. 

The first form of the UPDATE statement (without the FROM clause) is used 

to set one or more of the columns to explicit values either on all rows of 

the table, if there is no WHERE clause, or on those rows that meet the 

conditions in the WHERE clause. 

UPDATE $*tab2 h 

SET h.bank_short = ´$query_param1´ 

WHERE h.ac_id != ´#N/A´ 

 

 

NOTE: Even when there is no FROM clause (and therefore only one table) ASQL 

insists that you use a correlation name for the table and qualify each column in the 

SET clause with that correlation name. 
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The second form of the UPDATE statement allows you to set the columns 

in one table to values in one or more other tables: 

UPDATE $*tab2 h 

FROM acrbankacc b 

SET h.ac_id = ´#N/A´, h.bank_account = b.bank_account 

WHERE  

b.client = ´$client´  

AND b.bank_short = h.bank_short 

 

In this second form of the UPDATE statement, the WHERE clause must 

also supply the join criteria between the tables referenced in the UPDATE 

and FROM clauses.   
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The DELETE statement 

  listcondition_ WHERE

e table_namFROM DELETE
 

WARNING - Without a WHERE clause the DELETE statement will delete all 

rows from the named table. 

 

The ASQL DELETE statement can only work from one table, in other words 

it can delete rows from a table based only on conditions in force on that 

table.  One way to work around this restriction is to precede the DELETE 

with an UPDATE that sets one of the columns to a special value based on 

the conditions from the other table(s), and then DELETE the rows that have 

the column set to the special value.  

In other words you would use the previous step to ‘flag up’ the rows to be 

deleted in this step. 

When deciding on a special value it is important to choose a value that 

cannot arise under any other circumstances, such as a lower case value in 

a column that ABW always populates with upper case values or the #N/A 

used in the UPDATE examples above. 

DELETE FROM $*tab1 

WHERE client = ´$client´ AND ac_id = ´#N/A´ 
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The CREATE INDEX statement 

 
 tcolumn_lis e table_namON

index_name INDEX UNIQUE CREATE
 

In order to improve the runtime of a report still further it is sometimes 

advisable to create an index on a temporary table, if the temporary table 

could have a large number of rows (say greater than 200).  The main 

circumstances where you might need to do this are if you are joining to this 

table in a later SQL step or if you are applying selection criteria to the table 

in a later step or in the report itself. 

The index_name cannot be the same as the name of a table, view or index 

that already exists in this database.  The column_list is the list of column 

names separated by commas that the index will be built on, so this should 

be the join conditions or selection criteria. 

The UNIQUE keyword enforces a rule on the table so that only one row in 

the table can have a specific set of values in the named columns.  If an 

attempt is made to insert a second row with (or update a row to have) the 

same values in the named columns as a row that already exists in the table 

an SQL error will be generated.  The error will be something along the lines 

of unique constraint violated on xxxxxxxxxxx where xxxxxxxxxxx is 

the name of the index. 
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The DEFINE statement 

 
 



























DATE

FLOAT

INT

IDENT

CHAR

 _name  variableDEFINE

n

n

 

As has already been mentioned you can refer to parameters that have 

been passed to your ASQL script by putting a dollar sign $ in front of the 

parameter’s name. 

In addition to these parameters it is sometimes useful, or indeed essential, 

to retrieve data from the database in one SQL step so that you can use it in 

subsequent steps. 

This is done by defining variables using the DEFINE statement and 

assigning values to them using the SELECT… INTO statement.  You can 

then refer to these variables in SQL steps by putting a colon : in front of 

the variable’s name. 

 

 

NOTE:  

 you must not use the colon in front of the variable_name in 

the DEFINE statement itself  

 CHAR fields can be between 1 and 255 characters long 

 IDENT fields are used to store table names, view names, etc 

and can be between 1 and 40 characters long 

 only one variable can be defined in each SQL step. 

 

 

 

DEFINE file_name CHAR(40) 
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NOTE: When you refer to a non-numeric parameter you must remember to 

surround it with a pair of apostrophes like a normal character string (eg  $client) 

however because ASQL knows from its definition if a variable is numeric or not 

you must not put apostrophes around a variable name. 
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The SELECT… INTO statement 

The ASQL SELECT statement has an additional clause (the INTO clause) 

which allows you to assign values into the variables created with the 

DEFINE statement.   

The INTO clause contains a comma separated list of the variables 

(complete with their colon prefixes) to be assigned values: 

 there must be the same number of variables in the INTO 

clause as there are columns in the SELECT clause 

 the data types of the columns in the SELECT clause must 

match those of the variables in the INTO clause 

 the SELECT statement’s result set must contain only one row 

 the FROM clause is optional. 

Example 

10 DEFINE table_name IDENT(11) 

Defines a variable of type IDENT that we are going to construct and store 

the name of our table in. 

20 SELECT CONCAT(´$agrxl_repnam´, CONCAT(´_´,   

  ´$user_id´)) 

  INTO :table_name 

Creates a unique table name consisting of the value of parameter 

agrxl_repnam (to be defined), an underscore character _ and the user who 

submitted the process. 
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Creating a query sequence 

The following demonstrates how to create a query sequence for an 

Excelerator report. This is a typical example of a use for a query series and 

it avoids the need for multiple outer joins or unions. 

1. create a table to contain columns from acuhistr, plan for an extra 

column 

 columns might include apar_id, client, voucher_no and 

amount 

2. insert rows from acutrans 

3. ‘flag’ all of those rows where the customer name starts with an A 

(will need to join to acuheader) 

4. delete those rows 

5. add a unique index 

6. add report to the menu:  

 

 Func.type server process  

 Function is the name of your SQL Query 

 Program AG16 

7. Parameters: 

 

8. Create an Excelerator report to pull the information from the table 

that the Query created 

9. Save and test! 

◄Note:  
The second row 
here is the report 

line 
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Reporting using Temporary tables 

When you define the query sequence that is going to create a help table for 

a report: 

 you must have set the Type of the query sequence to R 

 you can use the temporary table $*tabn notation to allow 

AG16 to create temporary tables 

 you must set the report_file AG16 parameter to tell AG16 

which report to run 

 if you have created a temporary table $*tab1 then you must 

set the AG16 parameter helptab01 to the name of the table 

without the $*, i.e. tab1 

 referring to the help table within your report depends on 

which report writer you are using. 

 

To test your report you will need to enter default parameter values for the 

temp tables, which be replaced by up-to-date values when the Query 

Series is run again.  To do this you would normally need to run the report, 

ensuring that the Tmp table parameter is switched on. 

xxxx_helptab0n 

 xxxx - is the name of the query sequence (not the report 

name) 

 n - is 1 to 3 as appropriate. 

 

In ARC you would set the default at the top of the script. 

In XLR refer directly to the helptable name in angle brackets: 

SELECT… FROM <helptab0n> 

Giving the default value in the _control sheet 

 

In an ARW you can’t give the parameter a default value, so simply set up 

the .QUERY so that it reads: 

SELECT… FROM $helptab0n… 

where: 

 n - is 1 to 3 as appropriate 
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Defining an Excelerator report 

Once you have built a query series you will need to show the resulting data 

in a report.  The following example is a direct connect Excelerator report 

which runs from the results of a query series.  The query series builds a 

table which is referred to here by the use of the AG16 parameter name of 

helptab01. 

 

 

NOTE: Make sure the columns you refer to at this stage match any column 

aliases you may have used in your help table. 
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Once you are happy with the report, to run it as a server process you will 

need to: 

 comment out any system parameters on the control sheet 

 save the work book in the Agresso | Customised Reports 

folder as XL03.xls. 

You will then need to add this Excelerator report into the ABW menu 

system in the normal way: 

1. Add a line in the User defined menu window with: 

Func.type = Report 

Function = XL03 

Program = blank. 

2. Create user-defined parameters in the User defined reports window 

(if any). 

3. Allow access to the menu item using the Authorisation window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 6.1: Using a Help Table to simplify reporting 
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Appendix A 

Placing a Report on the ABW 55 
Menu 

Adding a report to the Personal menu 

All of the reports that we have already looked at have been standard 

reports – reports that already exist on the menu. 

In addition to that you can add a brand new report to the menu. 

Adding a report to a user defined menu 

1. Display the User defined menu (AG27) window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Menus | User defined 

menus 

 

2. Add a report as follows: 

 Select the correct Module for your report (or create a new one 

e.g. 20 ARC Reports) 

 Press Tab 

 Type * in the Co field (for all clients) or enter a particular client 

 Type 1 for the ID field and the # field – this must be unique in 

this module 

 Select the Bespoke check box 

 Leave the Std. module field blank 

 Select Report as Func.type 

 Type the report file name without the extension in the Function 

field 

 Leave the Argument field blank 
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 Type 00 in the Par.menu ID field to add the report to the Personal 

menu 

 Leave the Program field blank 

 Type the text to use to describe the report on the menu in the 

Menu text field 

 Leave the Variant field blank 

 Type 1 for the # field 

 A Menu ID is created automatically for you 

The completed line looks like this: 

 

3. Save the menu details and select No when prompted to update the 

menu (you will update this later). 

Setting the orientation and parameters 

1. Display the User defined reports (AG35) window: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Reports | User defined 

reports 

 

2. Add the report as follows: 

 Select the correct Module, ARC Reports 

 Select the report you have just added  

 Select the report width in the Width field 
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3. If necessary, add a parameter as follows: 

 Type the actual name of the parameter as used in the report in 

the ParamID field 

 Type a name that you want to use to refer to the parameter in the 

Param name field. This is the name that you will see in the report 

ordering window 

 Type a default value in the Default value field. This displays a 

suggestion when you look at the report ordering window – this 

can be overwritten (for examples of ‘input masks’ you can look in 

Help F1) 

 Select the style of data you can enter in the Data column (n = 

number, a = alphanumeric, or d = data). 

 Type the sequence number to sort the order of the parameters in 

the # field 

 Select the Fixed checkbox to indicate whether you want people to 

know that this parameter exists and to put in their own value, i.e. 

if you fix it, it will be fixed to the default value and cannot be 

changed as the report is being run 

The completed window looks like this: 

 

4. Save the details and close the window. 
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Authorising access to the report 

You need to make sure that the users this report is intended for can 

actually access it.  There are two ways to approach this; either by selecting 

the menu items to which your user is to have access (Menu-based access) 

and connecting your user to these: 

 

or by locating your user and then choosing the allowed menu items 

(Role/user-based access).  
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Placing a Report on the ABW 54 Menu 

There are three stages involved in adding a new report to the menu: 

1. Add a report under the User Defined Menu window 

2. Set the orientation and parameters via the User Defined Reports 

window 

3. Grant access via the Authorisation window 

4. Create a new user menu in the ABW Main Menu: 

 Select Settings | System Administration | Menus | User defined 

menu 

 

A User defined menu window is displayed to allow you to define 

menu items and shortcuts that will be displayed in your Personal 

Menu in the Main Menu, for example: 

 

ABW uses a single program to order all reports and server processes, 

whether they are standard or user defined.  This program is known 

as the Order Form (CR29).  The first nine parameters in CR29 are 

always the same, which is why you are always asked for a printer 

and number of copies even on a server process that produces no 

printed output.  Lines ten onwards vary from one report or process 

to another and for user defined reports or server processes.  
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CR29 retrieves the appropriate parameters from the table 

maintained in this screen.  Variants do not apply to user defined 

reports. 

The key fields that you use are: 

 Module - select from the list of modules defined in the User 

defined menu screen 

 Report –  elect from the list of reports and server processes 

defined within the above Module 

 Priority – the default priority that this variant will have (row 

three of CR29) 

 Password – if selected, you are prompted for your login 

password when you select this variant (useful for stopping 

users accidentally running this report or server process, not a 

security mechanism) 

 Width - the usable width of the page, in characters, that this 

report uses.  For ARC or Crystal reports use either 80 

(portrait) or 132 (landscape).  For ARW reports the setting of 

this field determines which definition row for the printer 

specified in row four of CR29 will be used.  For SQL Queries 

this is not used. 

 E-mail - set the default value of row five of CR29. 

 ParamID - the internal name of this parameter, as referred to 

in your report 

 Datatype - determines what the user can enter into this 

parameter, see below for details 

 Param name – the text used to prompt for this parameter in 

CR29 

 Default value - supply a default value for this parameter, a 

list of system default codes are provided below 

 Length - the number of characters that the value of this 

parameter can contain (NOTE: the length of dates should be 

set to eight, because they are stored internally in the form 

YYYYMMDD) 

 # - the order in which the parameters are requested. 

 Fixed - Hide this parameter (WARNING - if you fix a 

parameter you must have supplied a valid Default value). 
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Data Types 

The following codes can be used in the Data type column above. 

Type Meaning 

A Alpha-numeric, upper case, wildcard not 

allowed. 

a Alpha-numeric, mixed case, wildcard not 

allowed. 

W Alpha-numeric, upper case, wildcard allowed. 

w Alpha-numeric, mixed case, wildcard allowed. 

n Numeric. 

d Date. 

 

System Default Codes 

The following codes can be used in the Default value column above. 

Code Meaning 

YYYYPP Current period. 

YYMMDD The current day’s date. 

YYMMDDn Batch number containing today’s date. 

YYYYWW Current week. 

agrtoday The present date. 

:client The current client. 

 

Tools Menu Commands 

Command Description 

Copy 

parameter 

Allows you to copy the parameters from a 

previously defined report.  Enter the 

Function Code of the other report and its 

parameters will be copied to the current 

report. 
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The example of the report ordering screen below, shows the nine 

standard parameters and to report-specific ones: Start Period and 

End Period 

 

You need to make sure that the users this report is intended for can 

actually access it.  There are two ways this can be done.  You can either 

make sure that the Role has access, or you can grant it via User Menu 

Access.  

You can either grant access by making sure that your user(s) are in the 

correct role: 
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Or by making sure that the individual has access via the Menu-based 

access screen: 

 

 

NOTE:  

 it is possible to add a report to the menu and to authorise it 

at the same time - this tends to only be done in test 

environments, as you have no control over the module into 

which you are adding the report 

 click the right mouse on the menu to choose New Menu, 

where you can quickly add a report, menu or a Browse Table. 
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Appendix B 

Column Names for Balance Table 

Values 

Module Amount Type Code Column Name 

Accounts Payable (AP) Amount H2 ap_amount 

 Curr.  amount H3 ap_cur_amount 

 Reg.  amount UA ua_amount 

 Reg.  curr.  amnt UC ua_cur_amount 

 Rest amount H0 ap_rest_amount 

 Restamount 

currency 

H1 ap_rest_curr 

Accounts Receivable  Amount I2 ar_amount 

(AR) Curr.  amount I3 ar_cur_amount 

 Rest amount I0 ar_rest_amount 

 Restamount 

currency 

I1 ar_rest_curr 

Budgeting (BU) Approved budget Y8 bt_budget 

Cash Accounting 

(CA) 

Amount VN amount 

 Cash amount CA cash_amount 

Commitment 

Accounting (CM) 

Approved (AFE) EG cm_afe_amount 

 Coll.  status LO pc_com_curr 

 Committed KN cm_com_amount 

 Forecast WI cm_fct_amount 

 Original budget WG cm_mce_amount 

 Pay schedule LN pc_com_amount 

 Reg.  project 

exch.  rate 

KO cm_com_curr 

 Requested RG cm_pre_order 

 Rev.  budget WJ cm_cce_amount 

 Schedule (VOW) QW cm_vow_amount 

 UEC WH cm_uec_amount 

Contract Accounting 

(CN) 

Comm.  contract CC cn_rest_com_amt 

 Ordered contr. CT cn_com_amount 
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Module Amount Type Code Column Name 

Financial Plan (FP) Amount F0 plan_amt 

General Ledger (GL) Amount AA amount 

 Amount 4 AY value_3 

 Amount3 AV value_2 

 Budget BB budget 

 Budget currency BC budget_cur_amt 

 Budget number BN bud_number 

 Budget qty BQ bud_value_1 

 Curr.  amount AC cur_amount 

 Forecast BF forecast 

 Grants G5 grant_amount 

 Number AN number_1 

 Rev.  budget BR budget2 

 Value AQ value_1 

Payroll (PR) Amount payroll 1B pr_amount 

 No/Base 0J pr_value_1 

Project Costing and 

Billing (TS) 

Amount to be 

invoiced 

Z1 th_to_invoice 

 Billable amount Z0 th_amount 

 Billable hours ZL th_inv_value 

 Budget amount TC ts_budget 

 Budget hours VT ts_bud_hrs 

 Costs TG tc_cost 

 Hours TU tc_used_hrs 

 Invoiced amount F2 ti_amount 

Project Costing and 

Billing (TS) 

Invoiced hours FN ti_inv_value 

Purchasing (PO) Goods received PD po_vow_amount 

 Purch.  not 

received 

PC po_rest_com_amt 

 Purch.  ordered PT po_com_amount 
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Module Amount Type Code Column Name 

Sales Orders (SO) Contr.  margin SM so_margin 

 Goods dispatched SD so_vow_amount 

 Incompl.  order SR so_rest_order 

 Invoiced SF so_inv_amount 

 Sales ordered ST so_com_amount 

 To invoice SI so_rest_invoice 
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Appendix C 

User Group Control for ABW 54 

Using user group control 

You may need to produce reports that respect the ABW user group control 

that you have set up. This can only be done if the report you are writing 

‘knows’ which ABW user is running the report. In practice knowing the ABW 

user is only possible when you run your report (ARC, Crystal or 

Excelerator) as a server process, when it is contained in a parameter called 

user_id. 

Setting up user group control 

1. Using AG62, create a new Role 
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2. Set up a new user under AG64 

 

3. Using GL04, set up user group control on costc, so that all postings 

including costc will have to obey the pre-defined rules 

 

4. Using GL06, add usergrp as a relation on costc 

 

5. Using GL07, add CBBS and EFIN to the user group relations 
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If we were to do this on balance table aggadp in an Excelerator report, the 

SQL would look like this: 

Absolute version: 

SELECT  

b.dim1 AS account,  

b.dim2 AS costc,  

SUM(b.amount) AS amount 

FROM aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

ON b.client = r.client  

AND b.dim2 = r.att_value  

AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'AC' 

INNER JOIN acruserinfo u  

ON r.client = u.client  

AND r.rel_value = u.user_group 

AND u.user_id = ‘<user_id>’ 

WHERE b.client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY b.dim1, b.dim2[;] 

 

Wildcard version: 

SELECT  

b.dim1 AS account,  

b.dim2 AS costc,  

SUM(b.amount) AS amount 

FROM aglaggadp b  

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

ON b.client = r.client  

AND b.dim2 BETWEEN r.att_val_from AND 

r.att_val_to  

AND r.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'AC' 

INNER JOIN acruserinfo u  

ON r.client = u.client  

AND r.rel_value = u.user_group 

AND u.user_id = ‘<user_id>’ 

WHERE b.client = 'EN' 

GROUP BY b.dim1, b.dim2[;] 

This can be tested interactively by substituting the <user_id> with a real 

user id on the system such as User1. 

This does not necessarily work for user group SUPER because ABW does 

not insist that you link this group to values.  The simplest solution to this is 

to create the unnecessary (from ABW’s point of view) relation values for 

user group SUPER! 
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The following section on Creating Database Views illustrates that you can 

create appropriate database views to make this kind of reporting more 

straightforward. 
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Using database views for user group control 

It is easier to use database views to set up queries that produce reports 

honouring user group control, than it is by using joins as described in the 

previous session. 

The procedure is: 

1. Produce a general purpose view that will list the values of any 

attribute for any user, the SQL for this is: 

SELECT  

u.client,  

u.user_id,  

u.user_group,  

r.attribute_id,  

r.percentage,  

d.dim_value 

FROM acruserinfo u 

INNER JOIN aglrelvalue r  

ON r.client = u.client  

AND r.rel_value = u.user_group 

INNER JOIN agldimvalue d  

ON d.client = r.client  

AND r.rel_attr_id = 'AC'   

AND d.attribute_id = r.attribute_id  

AND d.dim_value BETWEEN r.att_val_from 

AND r.att_val_to[;] 
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2. Join the above view to the table that you are reporting on (AGGADP 

in the original example): 

SELECT  

b.dim1 AS account,  

b.dim2 AS costc,  

SUM(b.amount) AS amount 

FROM aglaggadp b 

INNER JOIN uviusergroupcontrol u  

ON u.client = b.client 

AND u.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND u.dim_value = b.dim2 

WHERE  

b.client = 'EN'  

AND u.user_id = '<user_id>' 

GROUP BY b.dim1, b.dim2[;] 

As before, you can test this  by substituting the <user_id> with a 

real user id such as User1. 

This can be taken a stage further if you want to completely hide the 

SQL from the report writer. 

3. Create another view uviaggadp based on the previous query: 

 

SELECT  

b.*,  

u.user_id AS dim4  

FROM aglaggadp b 

INNER JOIN uviusergroupcontrol u  

ON b.client = u.client 

AND b.attribute_id = 'C1'  

AND b.dim_value = u.dim2[;] 

 

4. Define this view as a balance table that is the same as AGGADP, 

except that it has USER as its fourth dimension: 
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5. Use the QUERY BALANCE syntax in Excelerator: 

 

When you run this report interactively you will need to set the 

<user_id> parameter (but this will be done automatically when it is 

run as a server process). 

NOTE:  

 the first view uviusergroupcontrol is completely general, it 

can be used to pick up usergroup control on any attribute in 

any client. 

 the first view uviusergroupcontrol is completely reusable, 

because you can join it to any appropriate table 

 no matter how complicated the SQL, you can usually create a 

view that can then be used as a balance table with all the 

benefits that this gives. 
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Appendix D 

ASQL Functions and Macros 

Function Arguments Action 

ABS (expr) Returns the absolute value of a 
numeric expression. 

AVG 































expr 
DISTINCT

ALL
 

Returns the average of (distinct) 
values in a numeric column. 

CONCAT (expr1, expr2) Concatenates one string to another. 

CONVERT (from, to, expr) Converts a value from one datatype 
to another. 

The first two parameters can have 
one of the following values: CHAR, 
INT, FLOAT, MONEY or DATE (In 
Oracle, MONEY, INT and FLOAT are 
the same type). 

The following conversions give 
unpredictable results: DATE  

INT, FLOAT or MONEY. 

COUNT 































expr 
DISTINCT

ALL
 

Returns the number of (distinct) 
non-null values in a column. 

COUNT (*) Returns the number of selected 

rows. 

CTS2DAY (string) Converts a string to date and 

truncates to day (time part is set to 
00:00:00). 

DATE2ISO (date) Returns a string yymmdd 
(extracted from date). 

DATEDIFF (date1, date2) Returns a floating point number 

(date1 - date2).  The integer 
portion is number of days  

DATEPART (unit, date) Returns an integer containing the 
specified part of the date. 

Unit can have one of the following 
values (date parts): DAY, HOUR, 
MIN, MONTH, QUARTER, SEC, 
WEEK or YEAR. 

DATETRUNC (unit, date) Returns a date value that 

represents the input date truncated 
to the level of granularity expressed 
in parameter unit.  Unit can have 
one of the following values (date 
parts): DAY, MONTH or YEAR. 

DAYADD (n, date) Adds n days to input date and 

returns the new date.  Use negative 
number of days (n) to subtract. 
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Function Arguments Action 

FDIV (expr1, expr2) Converts expr1 and expr2 to float 

and divides.  The type of the 
returned value is float. 

FDIVM (expr1, expr2) Same as fdiv, but the type of the 
return value is money. 

FMUL (expr1, expr2) Converts expr1 and expr2 to float 

and multiplies.  The type of the 
return value is float. 

FMULM (expr1, expr2) Same as fmul, but the type of the 
return value is money. 

GETDATE () Returns current date. 

IFNULL (expr, expr) Returns the second expression if 
the first returns null. 

INT2STR (expr) Converts an integer to a string. 

ISO2DATE ('yymmdd') Converts a string yymmdd to a 
date. 

LENGTH (expr) Oracle: Returns length of 
expression. 

LEFT (expr, n) Returns the leftmost n characters of 
a string. 

LPAD (c, length, expr) Pads the string expr with c 

characters.  The length of result 
string is length. 

LSHIFT (expr, n) Shifts value of the string expr n 
characters to the left. 

LOWER (expr) Returns the input string (expr) in 
lowercase. 

MAX (expr) Returns the highest value in the 
expression. 

MIN (expr) Returns the lowest value in the 
expression. 

MOD (expr1, expr2) Returns the integer result of expr1 
modulo expr2. 

MONTHADD (n, date) Adds n months to input date and 

returns the new date.  Use negative 
number of months (n) to subtract. 

RIGHT (expr, n) Returns the rightmost n characters 
of a string. 

RPAD (c, length, expr) Pads the string expr with c 

characters.  The length of result 
string is length.  Warning: 
rpad(' ', length,expr) will not work - 
since all result strings are stripped 

RTRIM (expr) Returns the string expr without 
trailing blanks. 

SPACE (n) Returns a string containing n spaces 
(max 1800). 

SQRT (expr) Returns square root of expr. 

SQUEEZE (expr) Returns the string expr without 
leading and trailing blanks. 
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Function Arguments Action 

SUM 































expr 
DISTINCT

ALL
 

Returns the total of (distinct) values 
in a numeric column. 

TS2DAY (date) Truncates date to day (time part is 
set to 00:00:00). 

UPPER (expr) Returns the input string (expr) in 
uppercase. 

 

 

Macro Returns 

MAX_DATE Highest acceptable date (20991231 23:59:59) 

MIN_DATE Lowest acceptable date (19000101 00:00:01) 

NO 0 (FALSE) 

NOW Current date and time (date type - not char) 

TODAY Current date (at 00:00:00) (date type - not char) 

YES 1 (TRUE) 
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ASQL Example – Creation of Temporary Table Name 

This is a method that was needed to allow Excelerator to use temporary 

names in versions of ABW such as 5.42 

 

SELECT CONCAT(CONCAT(´SC´, CONCAT(LEFT(TODAY, 4), 

CONCAT(LEFT(LSHIFT(TODAY, 5), 2), RIGHT(TODAY,2 )))), 

´B.dat´) 

INTO :file_name 

This first example demonstrates a SELECT statement with no FROM clause 

and the use of some more of the ASQL functions. 

CONCAT is like the Excel Worksheet function CONCATENATE allowing you 

to stick strings of characters together create a new character string.  The 

only difference is that unlike the Excel Worksheet function CONCAT will 

only handle two strings at a time, hence the nested calls. 

CONCAT(‘YYYY’, CONCAT(‘MM’, ‘DD’)) gives the result YYYYMMDD. 

LEFT is identical to the Excel Worksheet function of the same name 

allowing you to extract the leftmost n characters from a string. 

LEFT(‘YYYY/MM/DD’, 4) gives the result YYYY. 

TODAY returns today’s date in the form YYYY/MM/DD. 

LSHIFT rolls a string n characters to the left, the characters that fall off 

the front of the string are lost. 

LSHIFT(‘YYYY/MM/DD’, 5) gives the result MM/DD 

The LSHIFT function makes up for the fact that ASQL has no equivalent to 

the Excel Worksheet function MID. 

Excel MID(‘YYYY/MM/DD’, 6, 2) gives the result MM, the ASQL equivalent is 

LEFT(LSHIFT(‘YYYY/MM/DD’, 5), 2). 

RIGHT is identical to the Excel Worksheet function of the same name 

allowing you to extract the rightmost n characters from a string. 

RIGHT(‘YYYY/MM/DD’, 2) gives the result DD. 
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SELECT CONVERT(CHAR, DATE, 

CONCAT(CONCAT(CONCAT(h.stat_year, LEFT(h.stat_month, 

2)), h.stat_day) , ´ 00:00:00´)) 

INTO :stat_date 

FROM $*tab1 h 

WHERE 1 = 1 

 

This second example demonstrates a SELECT statement with a FROM 

clause, which means it is setting the variable stat_date to a value 

retrieved from a table.  In this case we are using the CONCAT function to 

assemble the string version of a date and the using the CONVERT function 

to convert it to a real date so that later on it can be inserted into a column 

whose data type is DATE. 
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Course Review 

 

This section reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 

objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

 understand the main concepts of Structured Query Language 

(SQL) 

 understand how to write SQL queries using balance tables 

and other ABW tables  

 understand why creating temporary tables may produce 

reports that run faster 

 understand how to create temporary tables and link them to 

your reports. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

Session 1 – SQL Concepts 

 Understanding basic relational database concepts and 

terminology. 

 Understanding purpose and function of ODBC. 

 Understanding the purpose and function of ASQL. 

 

Session 2 – Running Simple SQL Queries 

 Understanding basic SQL clauses. 

 Understanding how to run simple SQL queries. 

 Understanding how to produce both detailed and aggregated 

result sets from a single database table or view. 

 

Session 3 – Finding Data in ABW 

 Understanding how to identify some of the more common 

ABW tables on which you may need to report. 

 Understanding how you find table definitions of ABW tables. 

 

Session 4 – Connecting Tables 

 Understanding the difference between a union and a join, and 

understanding which is appropriate to your needs. 

 Understanding how to union two tables together. 

 Understanding how to join to retrieve descriptions and 

reporting attributes. 

 Understanding how you respect user group control in a query. 
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Session 5 – Creating Database Views 

 Understanding database views and how to create database 

views in ABW. 

 Understanding how to create database views directly. 

 Understanding how to create database views which are 

suitable for use as ABW balance tables, and how to define 

ABW balance tables on these views. 

 

Session 6 – Working with User Defined Help Tables 

 Understanding help tables and their purpose. 

 Understanding how to create temporary tables, insert data, 

update table data, and delete rows. 

 Understanding how to define a query sequence. 

 Understanding how to set up a menu item to run a query 

sequence. 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 


